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Dunn:MSU
appreciative
of governor's
budget efforts
Special to the Ledger
Mun-ay State University's
(MSU)physics and engineering
building, listed on the proposed
capital projects in Governor
Steve Beshear's budget address
on Tuesday evening, was
among nine other General Fund
bond projects to be included as
the highest priority capital construction items. The governor
also promised to protect higher
education institutions from cuts
in the first year of the biennium
and limit them to a two percent
cut in the second year, when the
current federal stimulus is
exhausted. Kentucky's postsecondary schools have experienced cuts since 2007, and for
MSU that is a total decrease of
more than $4 million in state
appropriations, it was reported.
"The governoi 's budget
proposal is a
testament to
his efforts and
willingness to
keep education as the
highest priority'
in
the
CommonDunn
wealth," said
Dr. Randy Dunn, president of
Murray
State
University.
"While this is the first scene in
a longer politica/ drama that
will lead to a final budget, I personally applaud Cloy. Beshear
for this initial proposal. Further.
I hope that in the weeks to
come, the state legislature can
pass a budget that reflects these
priorities.
-Thankfully, through fervent
stewardship and conservative
budgeting. we have been able to
continue to not only survive,
but thrive in this tough economic environment," said Dunn.
"When many of our peer insti-

Murray, KY 421171

Henley, Winters: Slots a long shot
By TONI BERRY
Staff Vvnter
oth Rep. Melvin Henley and Sen.
Ken Winters of Murray believe
Gov. Steve Beshear's call for
legalizing slot machines at horse tracks
to help pay the Conunonwealth's bills
over the next two years is a long shot.
While addressing a joint session of the
General Assembly Tuesday night,
Beshear urged lawmakers to legalize

leadership unveils the House budget
bill," Henley said."At that point we will
be able to at least glimpse where the cuts
will ultimately be and what pain all of us
may hold. I fervently hope that we can
maintain K through 12 funding, because
the kids in school tociay will be the
future of our state and our country
tomorrow."
Winters, R-Murray, who represents
seven western Kentucky counties of the

expanded gaming as a way to stave off
budget cuts and layoff of state workers.
He said the move could generate $780
million over two years.
However, Henley, D-Murray, who represents the state's Fifth District, said he
does not sense any momentum in either
house of the General Assembly for the
passage of a gambling bill.
"We really won't know what the fiscal
future of our state may be until House

state's First District, said he was disappointed Beshear would ask the legislature to attempt a move that has the
potential to stall or disrupt the budget
process.
"It's a disappoinunent that approach
was taken. I thir,k some people will feel
that will complicate our ability' to do the
budvet," he said.

•See Page 2

List growing
for residents
seeking local
elected offices
By TONI BERRY
Staff Nriter
en more names have
been added to the list of,
candidates seeking a seat
on the Murray City Councit
raising the nurnber of hopeful$
wanting to fill the council's 12
seats to 18.
The latest to file include
incumbents and newcomer1
Ron "R.G." Gladden, Jane
Branckin, Jane M. Shoemaker;
Richard G. Reed, Debbie;
Griffin (Nance), Mark Randall;
Pat Scott, Pete Lancaster. John
Mark Roberts and Crreg Taylor:
They join incumbents Jeremy
Bell, John "Melvin" Bowers,
Robert
Cherry,
Linda
Billington Jr.. and Dan Miller
as well as newcomers Amos M.
McCarty Jr., Donald Elias and
Martin Milkman ninning for
the posts.
The ballot for Murray city
Council seats will not be part of
the May 18th Pnrnary unles
more than 24 candidates file. :
In addition, Cornmonwealth'i
Attorney C. Mark BlankenshiP
has filed to nui for his first
elected two-year terrn in the
office serving the 42nd Judicial
District.
Blankenship, 57, said in an email this morning that despite a
record number of felonies, the
criminal docket in both Marshal

T

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times

Thursday morning accident
Slick roads provided for hazardous driving conditions this morning, especially on Kentucky Hwy. 280. This car came to
rest in a ditch after the driver reportedly lost control while going around a sharp Curve near the intersection with
Rockwood. No injuries were reported and the Kentuck.y State Police responded to the accident.

Democrats begin discussing smaller health bill
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By ALAN FRANI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
(AP)
-President Barack Obama and his
Democratic allies are conceding for
the first time that they- may have to
accept a less ambitious health overhaul bil! than the massive one
they've struggled for a year to
assemble
Shom by' Massachusetts voters of

their pivotal 60th Senate vote and
much of their political momentum,
the White House and congressional
leaders are considering a more
modest version of Obama's top legislative priority. It could focus on
curbing insurance company practices like denying coverage to sick
people and on helping low-earning
people and smail businesses afford
coverage. officials said.

Also fueling the Democratic
search for a fresh health care strategy is a conviction by many in the
party that it's time for an electionyear focus on jobs and the economy, wttich polls show are easily the
public's top concerns.
"I don't think we have to wait for
health care to be resolved one way

II See Page 2
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Toueititow
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26th annual boat show
gm Forecast slated for MSU's RSEC
3os

By The assockaid Press
Thursday_Rain and scattered thunderstorms. Highs in
the mid 50s. Temperature
steady or slowly falling in the
atternoon East winds 10 to 15
mph in the morning shifting to
the north in the afternoon.
Chance of precipitation near
100 percent.
night...Mostly
Thursday
cloudy. A 40 percent chance of
rain showers 01 me evenino,
Lows in the upper 30s.
Northwest winds around 10
mph.
Friday...Partly sunny. Highs
in the upper 40s. North winds 5
to 10 mph in the morning shifting to the south in the afternoon.
Friday night...Party cloudy
Lows around 40. East winds 5
to 10 rnph.
Saturday__ Showers likely
and a chance of thunderstorms.
Highs in the upper 50s.
Southeast winds 10 to 15 mph.
Chance of precipitation 60 percent.

More than 50
exhibitors also
plan to attend
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
A sea of boats and other
watercraft will flood the
Regional Special Events
Center this weekend for the
26th annual West Kentucky
Boat and Outdoor Show.
Offering more than 50
exhibitors and many boat vendors, the show is free to the
public. Nancy Mieure, organizer of the show. said they will
be collecting donations for Big
Brothers Big Sisters at the
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door. however.
The show begins Friday, Jan.
22, and runs from 4 p.m. to 9
p.m. It continues Saturday'
from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. and
wraps up Sunday from 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
With the new video boards
in the RSEC, Mieure said it
has allowed her to add a new
feature to the show: Trivia.
-We're going to have a
Kentucky Lake trivia contest
sponsored by Explorekentuckylake.00m," Mieure said.
-There'll be (multiple choice)
trivia questions about the lake
at the bottom of every hour on
the video boards. A phone

Community
5
5
Datebook
Obituaries
3
Sports
9, 10
Spring Bridal ....16 Pages

HAWKINS TEAGUEtedger & Times
CRIMESTOPPERS: Dale Hughes (right), president of Cnmestoppers of Murray and
Calloway County, leads the organization's monthly meeting at Pagliai's Wednesday. Also
pictured are Calloway County Shenff Bill Marcum (far left) and Cnmestoppers secretary and
Calloway County Coroner Rick Harris
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RESPONSIBILITY
•

• Do what you are supposed to do
• Persevere: keep on trying!
• Always do your best
• Use sett-control
• Be self-disciplined
• Think before you act -- consider the cmsequences
• Be accountabk for your choices
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•Henley, Winters ...
From Front

"Cuts of this magnitude would
undoubtedly lead to mass layWinters descnbed budget as a
athree-legged stool" including Otis and would inflict devastatinput from the governor. the ing dsunage on literally hundreds of critical services to comHouse and the Senate.
"I think our people in the munities and individuals around
Senate as well dS those in the the commonwealth," Beshea
r
House have been working for said.
weeks on formulating a budget
Under the governor's proposbefore this proposal and have
al. gambling revenues would
c.ertainly done our due diligence
up to this point," he said. "I help the maintain current fundthink we will see something sig- ing levels for job creation,
nificantly different as far as rev- health care, public safety and
enue stre.arn before the session educauon pmgrams. Beshear is
is over. They have to remember also hopeful Congress
might
that the govemor's budget is approve a second
round of fundonly one proposal out of a ing to
help states balance budgsequence of things that happen
ets. If that happens, Beshear
in the development of a state
said 1 percent pay raises to
budget."
Most legislators of both par- teachers and state employees
ties, histoncally, have frowned would be among his plans for
on
casino-style
gambling the money.
despite a long history of approv"We csumot control what haping gambling on horses, a state pens in Washin
gton, and thus
lottery and charitable gambling
my. budget does not count on
such as "Bingo," usually sponthat money," he said.
sored by churches and commuFor the first time, the governor
nity organizations. According to
an Associated Press report is calling for the money to go
Wednesday. Beshear said his into the general tund to balance
proposal includes no tax thc budget and not primarily to
increases for fear they could education programs.
push Kentucky's economy furMeanwhile, Henley said
ther into recession.
Calloway County has been forWithout additional revenue,
tunate through the recession.
Beshear said state government
"Our county has the second
would face cuts of more than 12
percent over the first year and lowest unemployment rate in
34 percent in the second year. the state and construction
That's in addition to 20 percent spending rematns strong, indito 25 percent cuts already made cating that we will be among the
in many state agencies, the AP first to feel the ultima
te recovreported.
ery," he said.

II Budget efforts ...
From Front
unions are struggling to meet
payrolls arid enforcing hinng
freezes, we are able to grow and
develop and much of that is
because our state govemment
holds education in high regard "
Among seven other projects at
public universities and two
building protects with the community and technical college
campuses, the final phase of the
New Science Campus was
MSU's number one project
request from the General Fund

Kentucky

tor the biennium budget.
"We are pleased that the governor has included authorization
for construction of the new
engineenng and physics building in his proposed budget,"
said Dr. Steve Cobb, dean of the
college of science, engineenng
and technology at Murray
State. "Completion of our science complex has been a pnonty for many years, and the new
facility will certainly enhance
our ability to offer high quality.
science and engineering programs to the region."

II Annual boat show ...
From Front
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Comvay Glacially files for Senate race

HI

FRANKFORT. Ky
;
tine ot Kentucky a top De;
rats
filed paperwork Wednesday to run for
U.S. Senate, undeterred by
his political party's sunging loss in Massac
husetts on Tuesday.
Jack Conway, Kentucky's attorney genera
l who has designs on
tile Senate seat now held by Republican
Jim Bunning, called the
stunning upset by Republican Scott Brown
ov.er his Democratic
nval for the seat held by longtime Sen. Edw.ar
d M. Kennedy "a
wakc-up call" for Democrats.

his re
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Fort Campbell starts deployment to Afghanistan

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP) ---- The first troops
from Fort
Campbell scheduled to be sent to Afghanistan this year
are starting
to leave, marking the beginning of the 10Ist Airbor
ne Division's
next major deployment.
On Thursday. the 3rd Brigade Combat Team will hold d
•
casing ceremony as the soldiers make the final preparations
•.
their deployment.

tant part of the show, and will be
held all three days. The Murray
Convention and Visitors Bureau
released the following inforniaii/ISWerS."
The winner from each ques- tion on the seminars: On Friday By HAWK
INS TEAGUE
possession of drug paraphernation will return Sunday after- "Ledge Fishing" will be taught Stan Writer
lia (first offense); secondby
Captai
n Dave Stewart.
noon for a "reverse raffle" to
The
Calloway
County degree trafficking of drugs.
win a 32" LCD television. Stewart is a professional bass Sheriff
's Department is search- unspecified (first offense); trafguide
on
Kentuc
ky'
Names will be drawn out of a
and Barkley ing
for a man who fled on foot ficking in a controlled substance
hat and the last name remaining Lakes and is one of the most
Wednesday evening from a res- within 1,000 yards of a school
recognized bass fishing guides
will win the prize.
idence on Highway 94 West.
and possession and use of drug
"Everyone says 'I'm always in the Midwest. Also on Fnday,
Calloway County Sheriff Bill paraphernalia within 1,000
the last for everything!' so we Jack Devor, a professional fishMarcum said deputies respond- yards of a school. Anyon with
e
decided to do the reverse raffle," erman, will present "Techniques
ed to a call of a disturbance on information about Amaro
's
Mieure said. "It builds a little bit for Successful Redear Fishing."
94 West Wednesday evening. whereabouts is asked to call
the
of excitement."
Saturday brings a variety of which led
to the pursuit of Sheriff's Department at 753The trivia contest will go seminars, including "Sona
r & Anthony Edward Amaro of 3151, MPD 753-16
at
21 or any
along with the traditional Grab GPS: What is it really
telling Murray. He was last seen wear- other law enforc
ement agency.
the Cash contest. Attendees can me?" and "Persp
ectives of ing a red hoodie and lost one of
Marcum said the Sheriff's
enter by filling out a registration Western Kentuc
ky's Fisheries." his tennis shoes in a field while Department
was assisted by the
card and will have the chance to Terry
Bolton, who has been a fleeing from law enforcement. Murra
y Police Deparunent and
win up to $10,000 on Sunday
professional fisherman since He is described as a white male,
Kentucky State Police, which
afternoon.
1994, will conduct "Bass stpproximately 18-19 years old,
lent a canine unit to assist in the
Exhibitors will be set up
Fishing on Kentucky Lake." believed to be approximately serach
in the area of 94 West.
around the upper concourse of
Legendary local crappie fisher- six feet tall and 155 pounds, Colleg
e Farm Road and Monroe
the RSEC. There will be a wide
man,
newsp
Marcum said.
aper columnist and
Avenue. He said deputies
range of vendors and a separate
Marcum said Amaro is wanted believe someone picked
"woman's section" that will fea- fishing'guide Jerry Maupin will
him up
ture products geared toward present a seminar titled on three warrants for charges of in a vehicle because the dog lost
From Front
Seabee employed by Murray
"Crappie Fishing on Area trafficking in marijuana, less the scent in the area.
women.
Law
Natural Gas. White said he is
than eight ounces (first offense): enforcement were attemp
and Calloway
"It's a family friendly show Lakes."
ting to
runnin
g
on
a
posses
platfo
sion
rm that
of a controlled sub- locate him between approxiOn
Sunday, see
counties
and the woman's section will
Dan
is
includes efticiency in county
manageable
probably. be the best one we've Morehead teach "Winning stance (first offense); use and mately 5 p.m. and 7 p.m.
government, expansion of pubever had. Laches can come and Fishing Strategies." Morehead
and in good
lic utilities in the district and to
has been fishing professionally
shop," Mieure said.
shape.
serve as an independent voice
:"Successful
Since taking over the boat for 14 years and has competed
show nine years ago, Mieure in more than 180 toumaments.
prosecution
for all residents.
does
said she's pleased with how it He was the 2003 Land O'Lakes Staff Report
The teamwork of investiganot
White will not appear on the
The two Calloway County tion betw.een the McCra
has grown. Tbe show is to the Angler of the Year.
require rocket
May Primary Ballot.
cken
science."
point that it fills the RSEC and
For more information on the men who were charged by County Sheriff's Department,
Hov.ever Third District
Kentu
cky
couldn't grow much more. she West Kentucky Boat
Blankenship Iliankeasielp
State Police last week KSP and the Calloway Count
Magistrate Bobby Stubblefield
y
and
for possession of child pornog- Shenff's Deparu
said.
said.
"h
Outdoor Show, visit www.westnent led to the
has also filed to run as a
raphy appeared in court execution of a
requires hard work, a clear
Seminars are also an impor- kyboatshow.c
search warrant at
om.
Wednesday.
understanding of the facts and Democrat for another term and
the Pottertown Road residence.
he
is
also
being
challe
nged for
According to KSP, the two Detectives report
the law, regular communication
ed seizing a
defendants. David L. Morris, number of
with law officers, victims, and the post by county resident
media items from the
29, and Robert C. Cates, 33, residence,
witnesses, and most important- Vernon Anderson, former chairwhich are being sent
were in Calloway County to KSP's
From Front
ly, the will to fight for justice. man of the Calloway County
he,alth care affordable and conElectronic Crimes
District Court for preliminary' Branch for
If elected I promise to do my job Republican Party.. representing
tains politically. untenable profurther examination.
or the other before we move to
hearings. Cates' case was
and serve the people honor- the GOP. As of this morning. the
visions like extra Medicaid aid
Morris and Cates were talcen
jobs.** said Sen. Robert Casey.
waived to the Grand Jury while into custod
ably."
for Nebraska, put in the bill to
Third Distnct magisterial racc D-Pa. "We
y. that night and
need
to
put a jobs lure support from
Morris' case was continued lodged in
Blankenship was appointed to will not be on
the state's
the Calloway County
the May Primary
bill on the table very soon, ceruntil
the position in 2008 following ballot
Wednesday, Jan. 27, at Jail on an initial
Democratic
senator,
Ben
unless
charge of one
another tainly in the next few weeks."
9:30 a.m.
the resignation of former
Nelson.
count of Possession of Mater
Republican or Democrat files.
Accor
ding
to White House
Commonwealth's
Moms and Cates were arrest- Portraying
'The Senate product is toxic,"
Attorney
a Minor in a Sexual
All Democrat arid Republican
officials, lawmakers and lobbyMike Ward. So far, Blankenship
ed by KSP after detectives from Performance.
said Rep. Jacicie Speier, D-Calif.
The charge is a
candid
ates
ists.
the
wantin
admini
g
strati
to
run
on's
for
preferis running unopposed.
the
McCracken
By all accounts. Democrats
County class D felony, punishable
by.
Also recently filing to run for office in the May 18 Primary or ence was for the House to send have made no final decision on
Shenff's Department gathered one-to
-five years in prison if
Obama the far-reaching health
llie Third District county magis- the November 2 General
information indicating that sus- convicted.
their options. which included
Additional charges
trate's seat as an Independent is Election must file in the care bill the Senate approved on breaking the health legisla
pected child pornography was agains
tion
t ooth defendants are
Christ
mas Eve. Tbat could be into severa
Sam White, a former U.S. Navy Calloway. County Clerk's office
in
Morris
'
and
Cates' home in pending further
l smaller bills. But
investigation
Calloway County on Pottertown and
by 4 p.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 26 or followed by separate legislation without the 60th Senate vote
laboratory examinations,
41 VIR1
makin
g
chang
es sought by they need to
Road.
with Secretary of State Trey
Detect
ives
from the KSP press release noted.
kill Republican
House members, union leaders delayi
McCracken County Sheriff's
Grayson's office by the same
ng tactics — thanks to
The next session of the
1001 Whimell Ave.
and others, such as easing an Tuesda
Department contacted KSP. Callow
y's
date.
stunning
ay County Grand Jury is
Murray. K1 42071-1046
excise tax the Senate would Massac
Police said that the investigation schedu
husetts special election
independent or "Other" politled tor Feb. 18.
Phone (270) 753-1916
impose on higher-cost insurance win by
led
to
Morris
and Cates allegedRepublican Scott Brown
Fax (270) 753-1927
The investigation is continuical group candidates - exclud- plans.
ly soliciting for what they ing by
— Obama and others were talkMon - Fn. 8,00
KSP, which requests that
ing those running for federal
- 3:00 p.m.
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, ing about
believed to be an 11-year-old- anyon
Closed Sat & Son.
legislation that would
e with information about
offices - must file a statement of D-Calif., and other
boy to come to their home on the case
House attract broad support.
contact the agency at
Alice Rouse. Publisher
intent to run by Apnl 1 and must Democratic leaders were
Pottertown Road to engage in (270)
trying
"I would advise that we try to
arousMymmurrayledger.corn
856-3721 or 1-800-222file as candidates by' August 10. to talk their rank-and-file memsexual acts.
move quickly to coalesce
5555.
Greg Travis. Editor
Those wanting to run for open
bers into following that path. around
those elements of the
editorksmurrayledger.rom
They
seats
were encountenng strong package that people
on
the
Murray
agree on,"
Lhns Woodall. Advertising Mgr
Independent
or
Calloway resistance from liberals and oth. °barna said in an interview with
adsOmurrayledger.rom
ers
who
say
the
Senate legisla- ABC News.
County Board of Education also
Jill Stephens, Classifieds Mgr
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Eastern
tion does too little to make
Distnct. He has been
have until August to file.
lassifiedfaMurravledgercom
President Barack Obama has
general counsel and acting
nominated lawyers David J.
tin ulation
circulation(nmurrayiedgercom
Hale and Kerry B. Harvey as inspector general of the
Kentucky Cabinet for Health
U.S. attorneys for Kentucky.
Rita Boggess. Business Mgr
rboggesiaernorravledgeicorn
Hale was nominated to the and Family Services since 2008,
post for the Western District of a partner in several
firms and a
.1/1/11101,tbotaaltzli
Kentucky. He has been an attor- former
All subecnptions payable in adsance
county attorney in
ney
at Reed Weitkamp Schell &
HOT(' delivery 6 days a week.
Marshall County. Harvey is a
Vice since 1999 and is a former
assistant U.S. attorney. Hale is a graduate of Murray State
6 mas 1 Year
graduate
of
Vanderbilt University and UK law school.
S105
University and the University of
The
nominations made
Kentucky law school.
Wednesday require Senate conMailed in Gilloway Countl. 133 SI 10 By
Harvey would serve in the firmat
ion.
mail to rest of KY, Graves & Marshall
number will be displayed and
people can call the number with
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Sheriffs department searches for local man
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Calloway child pom cases go to court

III Democrats begin ...
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MSU grad nominated to U.S. attorney post
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Roy E/ell, 81, Almo, died
Sunday. Jan. 3, 2010, at Livingston
Manor. Pontiac, Ill.
He was a machine repairman
with Ford Motor Company before
his retirement He was of
Baptist faith. an avid HAM operator, and
a member of Moose Lodge.
Murray.
Bom June 4, 1928 in Gadsde
n. Tenn., he was the son of the late
Claud and Eva May Norville
Ezell Also preceding him in death
were one son, Junes Ezell, two
grandsons, John Tisdale and Mark
Ezell, and two brothers during
childhood.
Survivors include one daughter, Julia Kay
Tisdale and husband,
Ron, Pontiac, III., one brother
. James F. Ezell. Apollo Beach, Fla ;
five grandchildren, Roy Tisdale
and wife, Kelly, Bnan Fzell and
wife, Tammy, Apnl Pomerantz and
husband, Jon. Lori McGraw arid
husband. Ken, and Charlene Tisdale
; one granddaughter-in-law,
Gina Doggett; seven great-grandchi
ldren.
A service of remembrance will be Tuesda
y. Jan. 26, 2010, at I I
a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funera
l Horne Visitation will be
after 9:30 a.m. on Tuesday. Online condol
ences may be made at
www.imesmiller.com
Expressions of sympathy may. be made to the Amenc
an Cancer
Society. c/o Pat Latimer, 101 South ath St., Murray
, KY 42071.

Mrs. Maude M. Gibson

-The funeral for Mrs. Maude M. Gibson will
be Fnday at I p.m.
in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
John Dale will officiate.
Burial will follow in the New Liberty Cemetery.
Visitation will be at (tie funeral home from 4 to 8
p.m. today (Thursday). Online condolences may be
left at www.imesmiller com.
Expressions of sympathy may,. be made to
Potters Children's Home, 2350 Nashville Rd.,
Bowling Green, KY 42101-4098 or St. Jude's
Children's Research Hospital, 501 St. Jude Pl.,
Memphis. TN 38105.
Mrs. Gibson, 92, Murray, formerly of Pans,
Tenn., died Tuesday, Jan. 19, 2010, at Murray Mean
Calloway County Hospital. Preceding her in death
were her husband, Marshall Miller Gibson, and her
parents. Cecil
Lee and Effie Coy Thompson Lee.
Survivors include one son, Marshall Gibson and
wife, Gay,
Murray; one daughter, Jeannine Monkowski and
husband, John,
Troy. Mich.; three grandchildren, Darron Gibson
and wife, Lisa,
Marion, Mass.. Chad Gibson and special friend.
Robyn McCarty,
Murray, and Kim Evangelista and husband. Dave,
Lavonia, Mich.;
five great-grandchildren.

Paid Obituaries
Tommie D. Hill
The funeral for Tommie D. Hill will be Fnday
at I p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Pastor
Ruth Ragovin will
officiate. Pallbearers will be Chip, Ron and
Jim Hill, David
Magness, Victor Marshall and Joe Keller.
Bunal will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be
from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday) at the funera
l home. Expressions
of sympathy may be made to the Amencan
Cancer Society c/o Pat
Latimcr, 101 South 4th St., Mun-ay. KY 42071.
Mr. Hill. 72, Murray.
- died Tuesday. Jan. 19, 2010, at 2:10 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Preceding him
in death were his
parents, Herman and Helen Parker Hill, and
two brothers, Bill and
John Mark Hill.
He was owner and operator of Barco Construction
Company.
Lexington. A 1966 graduate of Murray State
University with a bachelor of science degree, he was of Church of Christ
faith and was a
board member of the Associated General Contra
ctors, Epsilon Pi
Tau and Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accept
ed Masons
Survivors include his wife. Judith Hill; two sons,
Chip Hill and
wife, Karen, Franklin. Tenn., and Ron Hill
and wife, Susan.
Cincinnati. Ohio: five grandchildren.

Mrs. Elaine Collins
The funeral for Mrs. Elaine Collins will be Friday
at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Bro. Matt
Williams will
officiate. Pallbearers will be Billy Collins, Eddie
Wrye, Roimy
Barnett, Brad Barnett and Michael Barnett. Burial
will follow in the
Mun-ay Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at the
funeral home
from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday). Online condolences
may be left
at www.imesmiller.com.
Mrs. Collins. 86, Murray, died Tuesday, Jan. 19,
2010, at 2:46
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A homem
aker, she was a
member of Owensboro Chapter of Homemakers, West
Fork Baptist
Church and the Women's Missionary Union.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Johnny (.1.0.)
Collins;
her parents. Lee Roy Bartlett and Jessie Mae Weston
Barnett; and
two brothers, Glen Barnett and Lee Roy (Junior) Barnet
t Jr.
Survivors include one son, Gary Collins and wife.
Kandace,
Kirksey; four bmthers, Oliver Barnett, Max Baniet
t and wife,
Sondra, Dale Barnett and wife, Barbara. and J.L. Barnet
t and wife,
Barbara, all of Murray; four sisters. Bernice Phelps
and husband,
Dolphus, Louisville, Rhonda Wrye and husband,
Gene, Canton,
Maxine Suites and husband, Bob, and Rachel
Wolske, all of
Michigan; four grandchildren. Greg Collins and wife,
Regina, New
Concord, Lt. John Tyler Collins, USMC, Enid, Okla.,
Brittany L.
Collins, Monroe, La., and Caroline Clark Collins,
Murray; one
great-grandchild.

Edwards admits
he fathered child
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) Former Democratic presidential
candidate John Edwards has
finally come forward to admit
that he is the fathcr of a child
born to a videographer he hired
before his second White House
bid. "It was wrong for me to
ever deny she was my daughter," he said Thursday.
Edwards released a statement
to The Assmiated Press after
long denying that he'd fathered
a child dunng an affair with
Rielle Hunter. The admission
comes shortly before a book on
the scandal is due out from a for-

mer campaign aide who was
expected to describe how
Edwards worked to hide his
patemity.
"I am Quinn's father." the
former senator declared in his
statement, as the second birthday of Frances Quinn Hunter
approaches.
A lawyer for Hunter did not
immediately respond to a
request for comment. It is not
clear where she is living.
Frances was born Feb. 27.
2008, indicating that the child
was conceived in the middle of
2(X)7.

Jump Start Your New Year's Resolutions!
rake off the extra Holiday Weight
with great nutrition and increased enertcy
www.herliilfnutridon.neAvgin77
Nutraton + Energ% = Great Health dr Weight 14a3

WIN CASH PRIZES with Murray's own WElGHT LOSS iliALL
Eisl,
Join our chalks.for only $35.00 far a 12 week class
Join on vour own or get a gmup of 6 or more plentlk
or ,0-warkers together'

To pre-register or for more information:
call Kelly. or Vicky at 270-759-1706
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Initial jobless claims rise unexpectedly:

WASHINGTON(AP)-The
number of newly-laid off workers seeking jobless benefits
unexpectedly- rose last week, as
the economy recovers at a slow
and uneven pace.
Layoffs have slowed and the
economy began to grow in last
year's third quarter, but comparues are reluctant to hire new
workers. The unemployment
rate is 10 percent and many
economists expect it to increase
in the coming months.
The Labor Department said
'Thursday that initial claims for
unemployment insurance rose
by 36,000 to a seasonally adjust-.
ed 482,000. Wall Stre,et economists expected a small drop,
according to Thomson Reuters.
The four-week average.
which smooths fluctuations,
rose for the first time since
August, to 448,250.

The weekly claims figure is
volatile and it can take time for
trends to emerge A Labor
Department analyst said that
much of the increase last week
was due to administrauve backlogs leftover from the winter
holidays tn the state agencies
that process the claims
Claims have dropped steadily
since last fall. as companies cut
fewer jobs.
'That has caused some ecoriomists to hope that hiring may
increase soon. Initial claims
have dropped by 50,000, or
almost I() percent, since late
October.
Still, the economy is. not consistently generating net increases in jobs. The Labor
Department said earlier this
month that employers cut
85,000 jobs in December, after
adding only 4,000 in November.

November's increaac was the
first an nearly two years.
Many economists say the
four week average of claims will
need to fall to below 425,000 to
signal that the economy is close
to generating net job gains.
Meanwhile, the number of
pk.:ople continuing to claim regular benefits dropped slightly to
just under 4.6 million. The continuing claims data lags initial
claims by a week.
But the so-called conunuing
claims do not include millions
of people who have used up the
regular 26 weeks of benefits
customarily provided by states
and are now receiving extended
benefits for up to 73 additional
weeks, paid for by the federal
govemment.
More than 5.9 million are
receiving extended benefits in
the week ending Jan. 2, the latest

data available. an increase oi
more than 600,000 from the previous week.
The data for emergency ben efits lags initial claims by iwo
weeks.
The increasing number ol
people claiming extended unemployment insurance indicates
that even AS layoffs dfC declinmg. hinng hasn't picked up.
That leaves people out of work
for longer and longer penods ol
time.
Among the states, California
saw the largest increase in
claims, with 16,160. Texas,
Florida, Pennsylvania anti
Georgia saw the next largest
increases. The state data lags the
initial claims data by a week.
Oregon saw the biggest drop
in clainis, of 5,784, followed by
Iowa, Kentucky. Michigan and
Massachusetts.

• ,
McCain
s wife, daughter back gay marraige

WASHINGTON (AP) Cindy McCain, the wife of 2008
Republican presidential nounnee John McCain, and their
daughter Meghan have posed
for photos endorsing pro-gay
marriage forces in California.
Mrs McCain appears with
silver duct tape across her mouth
and "NOH8" written on one
cheek in a photo posted
Werlisesday to the Web site of
NOH8, a gay rights group
opposed to Proposition 8. The
ballot measure passed by
California voters in 2008 bans
same-sex rnarnage.
The McCains' daughter
Meghan, who has been outspoken in her support for gay rights.
has also endorsed NOH8. She
appears with silver duct tape
across her mouth and "NOH8"

on a cheek in a photo on her
Twitter site.
Cindy. McCain contacted
NOH8 and offered to pose for
the photo endorse.ment, the Web
site said.
John McCain's office said in
a statement that the Arizona senator respects the views of membets of his family but remains
opposed to gay marnage.
"Sen. McCain believes the
sanctity of marriage is only
defined as between one man and
one woman," the statement said.
John McCain backed an
Anzona ballot measure passed
by voters in 2008 tlsat defined
marriage as between one man
and one woman.
The NOH8 Web site praised
Cindy McCain's willingness to
publicly endorse a cause that is

unpopular
within
the
Republican Party.
"The McCains are one of the
most well-known Republican
families in recent history, and
for Mrs. McCain to have
reached out to us to offer tier
support truly nieaas a lot," the
site says.
"Although we had worked
with Meghan McCain before
and were aware of her own posttion, we'd never really thought
the cause might be something
her mother . would get behind.
We have a huge amount of
respect for both of these women
for being brave enough to make
it known they support equal
marriage
rights
for
ell
Amencans."
Meehan
McCain
said
Wednesday in a 'Twitter message

linked to her blog: "I coultin•t be
more proud of my mother for
posing for the NOH8 campaign
I think more Republicans need
to start taking a stand for equaia
ity.Meghan McCain was asked
to be the keynote speaker at next
month's National Equality Week
at
George
Washington
University in Washington for
her advocacy, but her appearance has drawn cnticism from
Republicans on campus. the
NOH8 site said.
McCain's Senate re-election
campaign said Wednesday that
his presidential running mate,
former Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin,
will come to Arizona 10 campaign for him in March. Patin
has been a vocal opponent of
gay marriage.

Mass graves in Haiti swell more deaths feared

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti day alone," said
Fequiert.
The tx.iy's uncle told doctors
(AP)- Workers are carving out
Elder, of Doctors Without
Vs'orkers say they have no and a nurse
with the Los Borders. said that patients
mas.s graves on a hillside north time to give
were
the dead proper reli- Angeles-ba.seci organization
that dying of sepsis from untreated
of Haiti's capital, using earth- gious burials
or follow pleas relatives pulled the 5-yearoid wounds and that some of the
movers to bury 10,000 eanh- from the interna
tional communi- from the wreckage of his home
group's posts had 10- to I 2-day
quake victims in a single day ty that bodies
be buried in shal- after searching for a week,
said backups of patients.
while relief workers warn the low graves
from which loved Margaret Aguirre, an
IMC
death toll could increase.
Adding to the terror, a 5.4ones might eventually retrieve spokeswoman in
Haiti.
Medical clinics have I 2-day them.
magnitude aftershock shook
A
Dutch
adopti
on agency Haiti's capital Wednesday, sendpatient backlogs, untreated
"We just dump them in and said Thursday
that a mercy ing people screaming into
injuries are festering and fill it up."
the
said Luc,kner Clerzier. flight carrying 106 adopte
d chil- streets. Some buildings colmakeshift camps housing thou- 39, who
was helping guide dren was on its way
to the lapsed and an undertaker said
sands of survivors could foster trucks to anothe
r grave site far- Netherlands from Pon-a
u- one woman died of a heart
disease, experts said.
ther up the road.
Prince.
attack. Surgical teams and
"The next health risk could
An Associated Press reporter
'The children on board the patients were
include outbreaks of diarrhea, counted 15
forced to evacuate
burial mounds at plane were all in the proces
s of temporarily from at least one
respiratory tract infections and Clerzier's site,
each covenng a being adopted and alread
y had hospital. At United Nations
other diseases among hundreds wide trench
cut into the ground been matched to new Dutch
par- headquarters in New York, U.N,
of thousands of Haitians living some 25 feet
(8 meters) deep, ents before the quake.
humanitarian chief John Holmes
in overcrowded camps with and rising 15
feet (4.5 meters)
At the Mission Baptiste hos- said it was
poor or nonexistent sanitation," into the air.
believed 3 million
pital south of Port-au-Prince, people are affecte
said Dr. Greg Elder, deputy
d.
At the larger mass grave, patients waited
on benches or
operations manager for Doctors where Fequie
rt toiled, three rolling beds while doctors
and
Without Borders in Haiti.
earth-moving machines cut long nurses raced
among them. XThe death toll is estimated at trenches into
the earth, readying rays in hand.
200,000, according to Haitian them for more
NOTICE
cadavers
The hospital had just
• The Calloway Countjr
government figures relayed by
Others struggle to stem the received badly
need supplies
Boara of Elections is schedthe European Conunission. with flow of the dead.
from soldiers of the U.S Army's
uled to meet at 3:30 p.m. on
80,000 buned in mass graves.
More than eight days after 82nd Airbor
ne Division, but
Thursday, Jan. 21, in the
The commission now esti- the magnitude-7.
0 earthquake, hospitai director John Angus
Calloway County Clerk's
mates 2 million homeless, up rescuers search
ed late into the said there wasn't enough.
office. On the agenda for the
from 1.5 million, and says night for surviv
ors with dogs
He pleaded for more doctors,
meeting is discussion of a
250,000 are in need of urgent arid sonar equipm
ent.
casts and metal Oates to fix bronew polling station for Lynn
aid.
A Los Angeles County rescue ken limbs.
Grove
and
Providence
In the sparsely populated team sent three
dogs separately'
precincts. Board members
Meanwhile, a flotilla of reswasteland of Titanyen, north of into the rubble
on a street comer cue vessels led by the
will also discuss the formaU.S. hosPort-au-Prince, burial workers in Petionville,
a suburb over- pital ship Comfort has
tion of a new Panorama
steamed
on Wednesday said the macabre looking Port-au
-Prince.
Shores area precinct.
into Port-au-Prince harbor to
task of handling the never-endEach dog picked up the scent help fill
gaps in the struggling
ing flow of bodies was trauma- of life at one spot.
• To report a Town Crier
global effort to deliver water.
tizing.
They. tested the spot and food and
item call 753-1916
medica
l
help.
"I have seen so many chil- screamed into the
rubble in
dren, so many children. I cannot Creole they've
learned: "If you
sleep at night and, if I do. it is a hear me, bane three
times."
constant
nightmare," said
They heard no response. but
Foultone Fequiert, 38. his face vowed to contin
ue.
covered with a T-shirt against
"It's like trying to find a neeInvestments Since: 1854
the overwhelming stench.
dle in a haystack, and each day
The dead stick out at all the needles are disapp
earing,"
angles from the mass graves - tearn member Steven
Chin said.
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SUOCK MARKE I REPORT

Kopperud Realty's
gtatizik

604 Lee Street - Woodgate Subdivision
This beautiful home offers 3 bedrooms, 3 full bathrooms
anti an
bonus room that could easily be a 4th bedroom. Hardwo upstair,
od floon.
throughout the main level and a newly remodeled top of
the line lutcheo
finished in 2009 featunng granite countertops. slate
and stainless tile
backsplash, new gourmet appliances and custom maple
cabinetry. Other
features include a detached 1 car garage for 3 worksh
op and storage ;a
all of your lawn and garden needs Priced at S235.0
00 MIS At543h5

7c;-1222

HILLIARD LYONS
financial Consultants

(1.-R).
Ron Arant Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 800.444.1854
liazs: 8:00 d.m. 5:00
p.rn.
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Campus Lights production of
'Music Man'starts next week
Special to the Ledger
The new year is here, and the
brothers of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia and sisters of Sigma
Alpha Iota are proud to
announce the 2010 pmduction
of Campus Lights. Campus
Lights is the 73-year-old tradition of a musical production
starring and run entirely by
Murray Stale students. This
year's show is Meredith
Willson's -'The Music Man,"

taking place on Jan. 28-30 at eventually
falls for the town
The cast and crew of Campus
7:30 p.m.. and Jan. 31 at 2:30 librari
an.
Lights have heen hard at work
p.m. in the historic Lovett
Katie Graves. publicity coor- since well before
Christmas, but
Auditorium on Murray State dinator
for the Board of grueling rehearsals
started just a
University's campus.
Producers, says. "We are espe- few
days
into
2010.
With well-known tunes such cially excited
about Campus Choreography, vocal rehears
als,
as -Trouble," "'Til There Was Lights this
year as we return to a and pit orchestra rehears
als are
You."
and
"Seventy-Six family -friendly show for audijust a few of the components of
Trombones.— The Music Man" ences of all
ages. Set in 1912, the show that make -The
Music
follows con man Harold Hill as -The Music
Man" will be enter- Man" an all-around aesthet
ically
he attempts to sell band instru- taining for
parcnts and grand- exciting expenence.
ments to the unsuspecting parents,
as well as younger stuAccording to Board of
townsfolk of Gary. Ind.. and dents!"
Producers Chairperson, Katie
Herrenbruck, -This year's production of Campus Lights is the
product of talent and hard work
that will be entertaining for the
whole family, while also helping
to support our goals of music
production and scholarship."
New this year are special discount ticket nights. Thursday,
Jan. 28 is MSU Student
Organization Night, in which
any campus group with 15+
people may get tickets for the
reduced price of $5. Friday, Jan.
29 is Musical Donation Night;
audience members who bnng a
donation such as reeds, drumsticks, etc., will receive the discounted ticket rate. Tbe matinee
showing on Sunday, Jan. 31 is
Local Student Group Day.
Student groups from local middle and high schools will receive
the discounted ticket price if
they: reserve the tickets as a
group. For more inforrnation on
Photo provided
discount tickets, contact House Performers from 'Rhythm & Passion' are pictur
ed doing a
Manager Caroline Weiland at dance frorn the show.
cweiland2011@gmail.com.
As is tradition, Saturday, Jan
30 is Alumni Night for past
members of both Phi Mu Alpha
Photo provided and Sigma Alpha Iota. A recepDavid Spredling (left) and Richard Osban
perform as This Side Up.
tion with food and music will
follow the show. For audience
Special to the Ledger
This Side Up is David Spradling and Richard members who plan on attendi
ng
This Side Up will be perfornung at Holmes Osban,
and possesses an acoustic sound reminis- from out of town, it is recom- Special to the Ledger
Family Restaurant on $aturday, Jan. 30. This Side
cent to that of Counting Crows, Sister Hazel and mended to reserve tickets at
The Tango. The Salsa. The Gauchos. Enjoy a night of
'Up is a local band based in Mun-ay who have Rob
music and
Thomas, whose covers the band plays with 809-4288 in order to ensure that song as the Otero Dance Company
members share
recently made a name for themselves playing ven- their
house
capacit
y: will allow Passion" at 7:30 p m. Saturday at the Clemen their "Rhythm &
slew of ongmal music. They have elicited
s Fine -krts Center.
ues in the Murray/Paducah area. frequenting Doe's great
reactions with audiences in the area, their entrance.
Tickets may be purchased online at www.artsinfo
cus.org or by callEat Place and 45 Down Under in Paducah and most recent
Campus Lights is a student- ing (270) 534-32
shows being played to packed houses.
12.
having recently played at Mariachi Loco in Come
on out and show your support for this local run production at Murray State
This vibrant cast of international artists will lure
us back in time
Murray
University. For questions or
treasure Jan. 30 at 8 p.m.
to the origins of the art forms. Feel the intensity
of the smoke-filled
comments, please contact Katie
bars and gambling halls of Buenos Aires, where
Graves
the illicit tango
at
kh.graves@gmail.com. All pro- evolved. Revel in the joy and exhilaration of salsa dancing in the
streets
of
the
Caribb
ean Islands. Be seduced by the Argentine cowceeds from the four showings of
"The Music Man" go toward boy - the gaucho - and the dratnatic storytelling of his art.
For more information on the Dance
funding a music scholarship for
Company visit
an incoming freshman.
http://www.bywayentertainment.com/rhythm&passion
.html

Local band plays show next week

Dance company comes to
Clemens Center Saturday

West Kentuck

BOA

ounmoa
HOW

January 22 - 24,2010
Regional Special Events Center Murray, KY

Arts in the Region
• Gallery 109 & Fairtaanks
Studio will continue an exhibit
featuring Joy Thomas. Scott
Thile and Wayne Bates of
Murray through Jan. 31, 2010.
• The Effects will perform at
the Big Apr*, Cafe Thursday

Show Hours

and Jennifer Fox and the
Pillowfighters will play next
Thursday, Jan. 28. Music starts
at 9 p.m. There is a cover charge
and weekend shows are limited
to ages 21 and older.
• Murray State University s

a More

FREE' ADMISSION
Bring the Whole Family!

2010 Seminar Schedule
Friday, January 22
5:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Ledge Fishing
Techniques for Successful Redear Fishing
Saturda
Janua
23
11:00 a.m. Bass Fishing on Kentucky Lake
12:30 p.m Sonar Et GPS: What is it really tellin
g me?
2:00 p.m. Crappie Fishing on Area Lakes
3:30 p.m. Perspectives of Western Kentucky's Fisher
ies
5:00 p.m. Ledge Fishing
6:30 p.m. Techniques for Successful Redear Fishing
Sunda Janua
24
11:30 a m. Winning Fishing Strategies
1:00 p.m. Crappie Fishing on Area Lakes
2:30 p.m. Techniques for Successful Redear Fishin
g

Dave Stewarrl
Jack Devor
Terry Bolton
John Parks
Jerry Maupin
Paul Rister
Dave Stewart
Jack Devor
'Dan Morehead
Jerry Maupin
Jack Devor

The West Kentucky Boat & Outdoor Show is sponsored in part by:

1111GOL103.7

The

Murray Bank
www.westkyboatshow.com

270-492-6477

Cinema International series
presents the acclaimed 2007
Israeli film, -The Band's Visit," at
7 30 p.m. Thursday, Friday and
Saturday in the Curris Center
Theater.
• Paduach's Carson Cener
presents "An Evening with
Foreigner" at 7:30 p.m. Friday.
Jan. 22. For tickets call (270)
450-4444 or visit ww\v.thecarsoncenterorg.
• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
presents the "You Can Be a
Star" taient search at 7,30 p.m.
each Saturday through April 3.
For tickets. call (270) 527-3869
or 1-888-459-8704.

Women's Section • Kids Area
Seminars • Fishing Pond
Grab the Cash Contest
Kentucky Lake Trivia

Friday
4:00 9:00 p.m.
Saturday
10:00 a.m. - 8.00 p.m.
Sunday
11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

NEW MENU
Great Cajun Food. Fresh Seafood, New
Orleans 5tyle
Favorites, & Still the same Keg Favorites,
Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters,
PO' Boys,
Blackened Fish, Steaks & Chicken
Remodeled Game Room & New Private Room
with Big
Screen HO IV and Surround 5ound!
Gil For Reeervattons
Great for Game Day F'arties, f3irthdays, Lunch
Meetings,
Anniversaries, or just a night
W i t %7 friends.

2E011..5'
Monday:

1/2 Appetizers dunng Monday Night Football
S.39 Peel & Eat Shnmp 1.69 Oysters on the halt shell

Tuesday:

S.39 Peel & Eat Shnmp S.69 Oysters on the half shell
Johnny Mac & Kyle Acoustic Show 8:30 till close

Wednesdays: Grilled or Blackened 12 oz. Ribeye, Baked
Potato &
Salad S12.99
Boiled Crawfish S4.99 per pound
Karaoke at 8:30 till close
Thursday: All You Can Eat: Crab Legs, Crawfish. Shnmp
&
Mussels - mix and match or have all four S24.99
Friday:
Catfish. Frog Legs. and other great seafood specials
Piano Man Terry Humphrey at 8:00 till close
Saturday:
Great Seafixxi Specials all day
Live hand starting at 9:00 p.m. till close
Bending Karma
.410•11iNIMMa.
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• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
''Nine," the musical based on
Federico Fellini's "8 1/2," Friday
through next Thursday, Jan. 28
The 2001 film. "Bridget Jones'
Diary" will play at 6 p.m.
Tuesday as part of the Chick
Flick fundraiser series. For
details and show times, visit
www maidenalleycinema.org.
• Paduach's Carson Cener
presents the Broadway hit "The
Drowsy Chaperone" at 7 30 p.m
Monday and Tuesday For tickets call (270) 450-4444 or visit
www.thecarsoncenter org
• The Matt O'Ree Band will
play at 8 p.m. Tuesday at Nick's
Family Sports Pub Shows are
limited to ages 18 and up. For
more information about the
band.
visit
www.myspace.cornimattoree.
• Paduach's Carson Cener
presents "Groovaloo` at 7.30
p.m Thursday. Jan. 28. For
tickets call (270) 450-4444 or
visit www thecarsoncenter org
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawlons
Teague
at 753-1916
or
hteague murrayiedger corn
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First Methodist UMW plans
2010 Sew-A-Thon Jan. 25-29

1

The United Methodist Women of First
United Methodist Church will conduct their
111111ual Sew-A-Thon starting
Monday, Jan.
25, and continuing through Friday. Jan. 29.
Participants will be cutting fabric for dresses
and shorts on the second floor of
the
Christian Life Center. This project is one
of
the missioo projects where WOrtien cUt
sew simple a-line dresses and drawstring
shorts for the chikiren in Central 4merica
where the mission team will go this summer.
Each year for the past two years, approxiBy Jo Burkeen mately 350 dresses and 80 shorts were made.
Anyone in the conununIty is invited to assist
Community
with this project. Sewers are
Editor
needed.
Individuals may pick up pre-cut drcsses and
shorts to take home to complete and then
return them to the
church. For more information contact Paula
Hulick at 753-0323
or Donna Toler at 4/39-6232.

Dr. A. Matthew Mazzoni will present a solo piano
recital on
Tuesday. January 26 at 8 p.m. in the Performing
Arts Hall on the
campus of Murray State University. The prognun will
feature works
by J.S. Bach. Beethoven, Ravel arid Liszt. There IS
no admission
charge.
Dr. Mazzoni is an active soloist and collaborator.
He has performed concerts across the United States, in Puerto
Rico and in
Australia. His repertoire includes music wntten
from the Late
Renaissance through the Contemporary Penod.
He maintains an active duo with his wife, flutist Jennife
r Toro
Mazzoni.
Recent recording projects are due for release. These
include
recordings with Kyle Dzapo on Naxos, euphortium player
Brandon
Jones and clarinetist Scott Locke.
Dr. Mazzoni is currently based in St. Louis, MO. He
fornierl)
taught at Murray State University, where he perfornied
regularly as
a collaborative pianist and taught courses in the keyboard
and musit.
theory areas. Previously he taught at Indiana University
and at the
University of Michigan. He holds bachelor degrees in
piano and
music theory from the University of Michigan and a masters
degree
and Performer Diploma from Indiana University.

Datebook

Special event on Saturday

"A Moming with Mary and Martha" featunng Candac
e Keck, a
woman's ministry' leader from Sarasota Baptist
Church, as speaker
will be Saturday' from 9 a.m. to noon at the
First Baptist Church.
Murray. All interested women are invited.

Photography Classes scheduled

Digital Photography 101 classes will be taught
by Terry Little at
the Calloway County Extension Office at 310
S. Fourth St., Murray.
on Friday from 9:30 to 11 a.m. and 6:30
to 8 p.m. Digital
Photography 102 will be Fnday, Jan. 29, at the
same times. It is not
necessary to have taken 101 before taking 102.
The classes are free
and open to the public. Persons may call the Extensi
on office at 7531452 to register for the classes.

NWTF banquet Friday

'The local NWTF Chapter of Stateline Strutter
s will have a banquet on Fnday at the Murray-Calloway County
Fairgrounds building. Doors will open at 5:30 p.m. For more informa
tion contact
Dusty Clark at 1-270-293-7043.
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4-H Swimming party planned
4-H

Swinuning party will be Saturday from 4 to 6
p.m. at the
Hospital Wellness Center. All interested youth and
families are welcome. The cost is S5 per child. 4-H Centennial Bucks
welcome for
payment.

Shrine Bingo on Friday

Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30
p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray The public is
invited.

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions progra
m, will
meet every Fndayr from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more informa
tion or for
a nde call the church office at 753-1834.

DES Rescue Squad lists dates

The Calloway County Disaster Emergency Service
s Rescue
Squad has completed its annual picture fundraiser.
Anyone who has
donated and not received a telephone call telling when
to come and
have your picture taken can come to the Rescue Squad
Headquarters
at 95 Spruce St., Murray, on Saturday and Sunday. Ronnie
Burkeen, I
chief of the squad, said
will be the last days for pictures to be
taken. You can come by anytime between the hours of
10 a.m. to 7
p.m. on Saturday and from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Sunday
."

4-H Club banquet scheduled

'The 4-H banquet will be Saturday. Jan. 30, at 6 p.m. at
Westside
Baptist Church Chnstian Activities Center. Those plannin
g to attend
are asked to sign up by today (Thursday). The cost is S5
per px.rson.
Also Mr. and Miss 4-H applications and award forrns are
due today
(Thursday) by 4:30 p.m. Applications are available at the
Calloway
County Extension office. For information call 753-1452.

Stroke/Brain Injury meeting

The Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet
today
(Thursday) at 5:30 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Hospita
l
Center for Health and wellness classroom. Dr. Chris King. neurolo
gist, will present the program on "Involuntary E/notio
nal
Expressive Disorder." For more information contact Cheryl
Crouch
at 762-1557

Home Department will meet

Home Departrnent of the Murray Woman's Club will meet today
iThursclay) at 1:30 p.m. at Dumplin's. Hostesses will be the officers
.
Shirley Robinson will give the devotion.

TOPS Chapter win meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet today
(Thursday) at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County
Public
Library'. For inforrnation call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-66
46

Photo provided

VOLUNTEERS: Pictured are members
of the Nationa!
Federation of the Blind of Murray (NFB) who
oarticio,aied in
the Martin Luther King volunteer day. Jennife
r, Ashely, and
Mike Dixon helped beautify a country road by
picking up the
debriS. For more information about the NFB Murray
contact
President Perry at 270-753-0911.

After the conservation work is complete.
the Star-Spangled
Banner will be returned to the heart of the museu
m and installed in
a dramatic new flag room. Visitors will be able
to see the flag in its
true condition. as a tattered but treasured piece
of our nation's history.
Resource: Smithsonian Institution Museum of Americ
an History
http://americanhistory.si.edu/about/ssb.cfm
Source: Marjorie M. Baker, Extension Associate for
Clothing and
Textiles, University of Kentucky. College of Agricul
ture
Educational programs of the Cooperative Extensi
on Service
serve all people regardless of race. color. age, sex, religion
, disability or national origin.

Glendale Place sending cell phones

Glendale Place Assisted Living Community is ready to send off
the first round of cell phone donations to recelular. Currently the
place has 29 phones ready to ship out. If you got a new cell phone
recently, then recylcle your old or unused cell phone with the
program that recycles the old cell phones to purchase calling cards for
soldiers overseas. If you would like to donate your old unused cell
phone, drop it off at Glendale Place, 906 Glendale Rd , Murray
.

Community Warming Center open

The Corrununity Warming Center, hosted at St. John's Episcopal
Church, 1620 West Main St.. Murray, will be open every night from
6 p.m. to 8 a.m. this winter. Dinner and breakfast will be provided.
All are welcome to come and get in out of the cold No pre-registration is required. This center is sponsored by Community Concerns
and Needs. For more information call 227-9109.

rif YOU NAVEAN
EVENT YOU'D
LIKE TO
ANNOUNCE CA11
US AT
153-1916

Wild Game Supper scheduled
at Sulphur Well Church
PARIS. Tenn. --- Sulphur Well Church of Christ is sponso
nng a
Wild Game Suppe! to benefit the Boys and Girls
Club of Henry.
County on Saturday at 6 p.m.
Those who attend are welcome to bnng a dessert and those
who
wish to donate game should contact the chorch for more
information. Donations will be accepted on Thursday and should
be cleaned
and dressed.
The Boys and Girls Club has already raised S44,000 and
hopes
to meet the need of the yearly budget before their launch
date in
August. This money was raised through events such
as the Polar
Plunge and through community donations.
The club plans to begin serving the Pans commun
ity through
after-school activities for children kindergarten through
6th grade in
the first year of operation. They plan to add at least
one grade each
subsequent year of operation.
The mission of the Boys and Girls Club is to enable
all young
people. especially ttiose who need them most, to reach
their full
potential as productive, caring, responsible citizens.
In every' community, boys and girls are left to find
their own
recreation and companionship in the streets. An increas
ing number
of children are at home with no adult care or supervision.
They torn
to the television or video games for entertainment.
Young people
need to know that someone cares about them.
Boys and Girls Clubs offer that and more. Club progra
ms and
services promote and enhance the development of boys
and girls by
instilling a sense of competence, usefulness, belongi
ng and influence. 'The programs emphasize learning and development
in order
to propel them forward.
Activiiies arid services the club will provide include
tutonng.
recreational sports, and the arts.

Preserving a United
States textile treasure

For nearly a century., the Smithsonian has cared
for the StarSpangled Banner and placed it on view for the
American people.
The staff has worked hard over the years to maintai
n the flag, keep
it clean, and protect it from harm. The goal has always
remained the
same: To ensure the treasured flag's survival for
generations to come. But preservation methods
have changed and improved over time.
The Star-Spangled Banner Project, formally
I
launched in 1998, is applying the latest scientific research and techniques to preserve the
woolen and cotton fabrics of the flag. The project aims to assess the flag's current condition,
understand the causes of its deterioration, and
design and carry out treatment to help prevent
Extension further damage.
The Star-Spangled Banner's large size, fragNotes
ile condition. and tremendous value to the
By
La Dawn Haie Amencan people have made it a challenging
Calloway County arutact to preserve and display. Like most
Extentoon Agent objects, the flag has gradually deteriorated over
time. Its woolen and cotton fibers have been
for Family 8,
weakened by .almost two centunes of exposure
Consumer
to light, dust. and other elements. The flag is no
Sciences
longer strong enough to support its own
'
weight.
The flag's weakened condition was first recognized
in 1873 by
Admiral George Preble. who attached sailcloth backing
to the StarSpangled Banner so that it could be hung and photogr
aphed. After
the flag was donated to the Smithsonian in 1912,
the institution
employed a professional flag restorer to replace the
sailcloth backing with linen. using a patented stitching technique.
When the flag
was installed in the National Museum of American
History building.
which opened to the public in 1964, special straps
had been added
to the backing to protect the flag from the stress
ot the vertical display.
After the Star-Spangled Banner was taken down
in 1998 and its
linen backing removed. its fragile condition was
evident. Rather
than try to hang the flag again, the Smithsonian
decided to find a
new way to display the Star-Spangled Banner.
Check out the progress of this restoration project
at the HYPERLINK "http://www.americanhistory.si.edu/
ssbr Star-Spangled
Banner Web site at hup://arnericarthistory.si.e
du/starspangledbanned.

*--minamminsime.
Solo piano recital
scheduled at MSU

Rainfall amount given
John Ed Scott, local official government weather
observer to
Murray. has reported that 4.49 inches of ram were
recorded during
the month of December.
This was .69 on Dec. 2, .19 on Dec. 7. 1.87 on
Dec. 8, 09. on
Dec. 9, .41 on Dec. 13, .05 on Dec. 19..05 on Dec.
23,.30 on Dec
24, .61 on Dec. 25 and .23 on Dec. 31.
Snow flurries were recorded in the early morning
of Dec. 2 and
fog was recorded on Dec. 22.
The high temperature for the month was 61 degrees
on Dec. 14
and 15 and the low temperature for the month was
18 degrees on
Dec. II. Average temperatures for the month were
a high of 45
degrees ar.d a low of 30 degrees.

CO11110 News

Torsak named on President's list

OVv'ENSBORO. Ky. — Jessica Torsak has been named
to the
President's List at Kentucky Wesleyan College for
eaming a 4.0
grade point average dunng the fall 2009 semester.
Torsak is a sophomore physical education major and
a health
minor.
At KWC, Torsak is a member of Christ Reaching
Out Saving
Students, Brothers and Sisters in Christ. and Kentuc
ky Education
Association Student Program.
She was recently elected executive vice preside
nt of Sigma
Kappa sorority, director of special events for the
Student Activities
Programming Board, and serves as a resident assistan
t.

ESTEE LAUDER
`tour Free Gift with any Estee Lauder
purchase of $29.50 or more. Worth over S80.00

CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS

Offer good whtle .upploes 1.0 Quanolor•
hooted

• There is nothing
wrong with America
that faith, love of
freedom.
intelligence, and energy
of her citizens cannot cure. —
Dwight D.
Eisenhower

T

Wild Stallion Dar fr Grill

CS Hwy 641 S •Puryear, T.\
Hm: Wed. & Thurs. 3 pon til 3 am • Fri., Sat. & Sun. 12
pm til 3 am

V
choose 2 Lipsticks and Your Eye Shades

DJ or a Band Fri. or Sat. Night

Beor cpeefok ccrturcloy & Sunday - 2 pin VI 5 pm
•friday, Jan. 22 Night Live Band - Triple
Play
from 9:30 pm ti1 1:30 am • 731-247-3129
k
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PROPIESTY POR SALE
INVTTATION TO BID
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will
ancepting sealed bids for the sale of the be
erty located at 304 Maple Street, Murrayprop.
,
(the former SherifTs °Meet Sealed bids KY
be accepted in the Office of the Callow will
ay
County Judge Executive, Larry Elkins
, at
South fith Street, Murray, KY =ill 10 101
A_M.
February 19th, 9010 when they will be
opened
and read aloud.
Appointnienta stay be made to inspect
the
property by calling the Calloway County
Judge Executive's Offloe at 270-7153-2920.

lackson Purchase Medical Center
CARDIAC NURSE PRACTMONER
Pan-time Cardiac Num Practitioner in a cardiol
ogy
Kentudty Licensure and credentialed aurae Prxetio practice Current
ner, 6La. riCL5 and will
be rexanred to take can Cardiac experience require
d

MEDIC_AL TECHNOLOGIST
ruts-time PrriAsCrJ or MI,1 potation available Midnigh

t shill 7p-7a

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST

Pulleinve Occupational Therapist position

avaitable

SLEEP TECHNOLOGIST
Sieep Technologist posdlon amilabie Requir
ements. &actuate of
an accredited school of polysornnography
or Experienced polysomnographic
tech (registry preferred or credendaled respira
tory therapist with a desire tO
practice in a sleep laboratory envIronment.7p
-7a.
Excellent salary and benefit peckage. Submit
resumes to Jr•IC's !lumen
liC301/freS Department Of fax to 270-251-4507
.
Jackson Purchase medical Center
th•TUP1 eaeotrces Departm
1099 Mirtikuli UMW'Cade Mayfieldent
KY 42066
Ef.,0 M/f,,VM
The property fur sale is approximatel
y 3600
sg. ft. and being sold by deed,"as
with
no warranUes either expressed or implie
d.
The ecquity reeerves the right to reject any
and all bids. AU inspectional nf whatsoever
kind or nature shall be. at the expense
of the
bidder and should be done prior to submis
sion of bid. Successful bidder will pay
10%
down with the acceptance of the bid with
the
balance due in SO days

iPLACES,,WORK:

Larry Elkins
allows Coun J
e Executive

12117
Nr ace
--_J

1111\ k
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K!NDERMUSIKRegister
now
for
Winter/Spring Gasses.
Classes available for
ages Newborn- 5years old. Register by
calling (270)753-3763
or (270)978-1960
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
SOUrces reliable but
Inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
ectivaies.
The Place to '
Start. Murray
Ledger 8 Times
4270)753-1916

This is a BIG
Thank you to the
man who helped
me pay for my
groceries the
week before
Christmas.
I don't know
who he was but
he was my angel
on that day. It is
hard to live and
pay bills on six
hundred dollars
a month
God Bless You.
Nina Fox

NOTICE
Advertisers ars
requested to check
ths first Insertion of
their ad for any error
Murray Ledger 8
Times will be responsible
tally one
incorrect Insertion.
Any error shoukl bs
reported Imrnedlatiely so corrections can
be made.

PHYSICAL THERAPISTS
Henry CountN Medical Center is seeking
Physical Therapsts for our Home
Health Agericy Part-time and full-time
posrbons are available Flexible scheduMs
ate
also are available
Interested candiaates must be a Registered
Physical Therapist licensed in the State
of Tennessee New grads are welcome
We provide an excellent benefit and salary
package including sign-on bonus. health,
VISICel. dental. and rebrement Interested candidates should send a resume or amity
in Oar-

SOn

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. BOA 1030
Parls, Thl 38242
731-644 8472
cowen hernc-tn org
Egusi Opportunity Empioyer

TEMPORARY HOR11CULTDRAL
AGEOCULTURAL LABOR
32-1S-10 TO 12-15-10 TN•5760936
Eying Mill Nursery SmIthvIIN, TN 8 openings
03-1-10 TO 1-1-11 KYAr3931335 9 openings
Rob Morton Firms. Murray. KY
3-1-10 TO 12-1-10 KYt30393696 20 openings
Gary Brame Forms, Kirksey, KV
61-10 TO12-31-10 KY*394171 10 openings
P&C Tobocco. Murray, KY
FARM LABORERNURSERY LABORER
Wage 57 25, 58 29 hr 3i4 contract hours guarant
Al, tools sit,b equip at no charge Housing provide eed
d tor
those beyond -•)rnrnuting at no cost Transportation
and subsistence pay atter 50% al contract completed
Transpon deo), to worksite Apply tor this job al the
nalaresi office of state workforce agency in this state
using too order numbers above with a copy 0,this
advertsement Subject to random drug tests at
employer cost

DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEER
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Exciting career opportunity for a bright.
energetic and hard working individual. You
will work in a fast-paced and tearn-oriented
culture where dedication is rewarded.
We are seeking an Engineer with a
Bachelor's degree in Engineering and/or 5
years industry' experience.
The successful candidate will work with
production processes arid suggest changes to
improve efficiencies and re-design existing
produci lines. Candidate will coordinate all
product test activities, follow guidelines
regarding production, and assist. manufactuling and quality control
W'c offer competitive wages and an
excelknt benefits package.
Pkase send resume to:

Human Resources
P.O. Box 311
Mayfield, KY 42066
Zip

Masi this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Thnea
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call f270) 758-19141

No calls please • Equal Opporneury Employer • M/F/DIV

A WIWI+ Clin111Carrinin,
•••=wwww.mal..0.

Roommate wanted.
Large house all utiities
included. Cable, internet. washer and dryer
included. $375 per
month. Deposit needed. Call 270-752-0348.

QC Inspector needed
to do quality checks of
product and process in
manufacturing plant.
High school diploma
required, some college
preferred Need good
math and computer
skills, must be detailonented and energetic.
Ability to communicate
and work with the team
a must EEO aria drugfree workplace employer. Send resume to
inspect0Cdept0gmaiI
CORI

SCHWARZ SUPPLY
SOURCE
250 Melvin Henley Dr
tviurray, KY 42071
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
Applicants must be
very detail oriented
excellent reading skills,
and
S
Rhec%Pivinig
ng experience
(preferred not manda
tory). able to be work,
on feet for at least 8-to12 hours a day. Be
able to push. pull, &

Aides
Foredo
ONE Bowflex Extreme
2 exercise machine
One lung wood burning
stove with blower. One
antique wood burning
cook stove. 753-8555
227-4450
SHE SAID NO!
Diamond engagement
nng set, 1 carat W-G 6
prang solitaire. $3.300
BO 759-4191

NW pa.

Ileteldh

Nos 5 pA

1litrolrf

11,1 I pis

Fri*

DNA us

Siksis

lbs.Ip.t

Flea Market
Vendors Wanted
(270)761-6255

Apphncas
'ILAFiGE
SELECTION
usEo Arinlisac ES.
WARD ELKINS
'

(270)753-1713
,

1-60
nose Furnisliaas

I

VISA
ammo

812 WII_IltneIlAlte.

-753--3853.
320.
Aportments Far NW

A

FOI

e'DISH N
$19 99/mc
More For
Channels
fioorn Inst
HD-OVR. I
Sign-up Bt
Now! 1-864

360
%raga Sastats

NICE 2BR. 1BA, CHA,
all appliances & WD in
Hazel. $400 + dep. No
pets, ref & iease
753-1059

G &C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a m. - 4 p m M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

NOW LEASING
1, 2 8 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apialy at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD
800-648-6066

1850.St Rt. 121S
Murray, K Y 42071
_ 270-753-5562

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeted Large deck
with great view. W/D,
refrigerator,
stove.
Very
quiet All utilities paid
including
electric.
$600'mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

J L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
onaer
12.1••• & Glendale.
10X 10 325 lOt 15 S40
1270) 436-2524
(2'70) 293-6906

SAM 4 HI
s 11)1414.i .

I

st

BUI

*Going To
Steel Arcf
selling for
Owed. Fe
left: 16x2,
25x34. CS
they're go
352-0469

tre n fa
24.7 Suivelliance
Climate Control
Electricity

SeRvALL LLc. of
GREAT AFTE-R
Murray is seeking
CliftiStMAS
•
energetic and enthusiSALES!
astic persons to pain
MAIN
STREE
T _our team. The position
FURNISHINGS
PREMIER
of Technicians are cur401
MAPLE
" ST
MINISTORAGE
rently beiog sought.
JUST give us a call,
4270i-7
6
t
-7653
*inside climate control
we'li be glad to help, Persons applying must
storage
possess
diligence,
Your loved one we'll
*Security alarmed
communication skills,
340
try to find,
*Safe & clean
and the ability to work
'Cause we all have
Houses For Rent
eliie sell boxes!
confunction with othFurry or Feathered
293-24
87.Firewood.
*We rent U-Hauls
ers. Applicants must
Friends Haire at the
2&4 Bedroom houses
753-9600.
pass a background
FIREWOOD
Ledger 8 nines
lease
&
deposi
t
chereo a drug screen- (270)210-03267 or
require
42
d.
753-41
1
D9
ing, and obtain a PCO (270)226-3845 Pick up
i Commence/ Prop. For Rant'
Call 753-1916 license
or delivery
. Training is pro2BR bnck, applians
1
vided. Pay is based on
furnished. No pets
Beauty shop for rent,
FOUND Male young
expenence. Paid holi753-0728 994-3308
city limits. 293-1150.
dog. tan & brown,
days, vacation. and
For Rent: Large com2SR/1BA in city, comlapso apso, Cypress
401k are also availANTIOUE Walnut
mercial building with
pletely redecorated,
area 227-5281
able. Some overtime is
piano, Early 1900
office. Call Pam for
new heating & AC
mandatory.
Servall
Good corydrbon Best
details 502-314-8328.
units, kitchen stove,
LLC of Murray is an
offer 435-4177
fridge. W/D-hookup,
equal
{1113httika Ilsrese
opportunity
no pets. $450 You
employer and all appliPIM & Supplies
I
pay ublities. Can
cations are considered
addWas
her/Dr
yer
with no discnmination
DOG Obedience
units-extra.
1 OR 2br apts. nea
against age, sex, or
(270)436-2858
TEL.-2
DELiVERY DRIVER
70-767
downt
-1176.
own
Murray
race. Women and
.390
and TANKSETTER
Lease Find deposi
3BR. IBA detached
mint:et:es are encourlivestock Supeees
require
Calloway C,o. Propane
d.
garage
753-41
,
aged to apply.
09.
C/H/A, w/d,
Gas in Murray has an
dw, hardwood floors,
1BR, price reduced,
opening for a local
large yard. No Pets.
11014ST:
various locations.
propane delivery bobLease $600/mo secun!RUA RDENt
Colem
an
RE
truck driver and tank
ty deposrt. 753-1718.
*42.; alii .
753-9898.
set-installer. Must
3BR, lEtA, 1604 Ryan,
1:;,i I
BABYSIT in my home
have a COL-Hazkaat
2BR
duplex
,
C/H/A,
CAVA, no pets, 1 year
al U.! oft e%ett gl..
for inforrnation call
w/Tanker. Excellent
variou
s
locatio
ns
lease. $550.00.
TIN N'IM
227-3644
pay, great benefits.
NI11.1
Coleman RE
753-9636
Please call 753-7485
1 NS I f II N11 ItIt 1%.
753-98
98
or toll free for Warren
WILL sa vath the elder3BR, IBA, detached
(
at 1-800-874-4427
ly in their home, hospi- 2BR duplex. w/appli
garage, new CHA,
. 2"o-293.7314
ext. 142 or email hirn
tal or nursing home. ances & carport,
W/D hook-up. hard2-o-293.73)5
no
at: wvanwyck0upgas
753-6646 or 210-4173
wood floors, new
pets Call 227-7414
remodel, no pets, non2BR near MSU. applismoking. lease $550
ances
furnish
ed,
mo security deposit.
DISCLAIMER
C/H/A. Coleman RE
When accessang the
Eve. 759-1204
BIG sale! Fri-Mon 11A"heap wanted- section
753-9898
3BR/2BA bnck ;n city, 7P.
on our classifieds
Need
cash7 Like can
webpage al
2BR,2 full bath duplex. quiet residential neigh- 307A N. 4th St. Office
dles7 Make money
morrayledger corn.
all appliances & washborhood, central-heat furniture, desks, work
you will he reduected
selling candles, Call er
& dryer, cable & & air, kitchen stove, stations, chairs, comto yohnetwork cons.
Tern 0 270-331-8585 water
puters. many computHy default,
furnished. fhdge, dishwasher,
tor info
Murra). and local yob
er parts. electronics
$600/month. no pets. W/D-hookup.
big
listings will appear on
753-2225 or
fenced back yard. (working and not)
120
this wehsate
office supplies &
759-1509-after 5:00.
S850
Hoyse,er. as• national
equipment. phones &
webu.ile. not sll listings
TEL.-270-767-1176.
UwC4ars
on the Johnetwort con.
I 4BR, C/H/A. all appliphone systems &
are placed through
anc.es. Coleman RE
MDM COMPUTERS
more.
the Murray Ledger
753-98
Storage
98.
Rentals
Service/Sales
& Tunes Pleaae
us you have any
Repairs'Upgrades
AN Ilne ads
Calloway Garden
A&F VOarehousing
qUeNt1.1111 regardurs
759.3556
the Murray area
placed In our
Essex Dow
Near MSU $20-50
nib listing. Thank yOU.
Itipartment.
753-7668
paper are
Want to &r,
1505 Diuguld DriNe
poste
d nn our
Murray
, KY 42071
LAW firm seeks legal
One arid Two
ANTIQUES Call Larry
A Iles te
secretary Real estate
Websi
te
tor free!
Bedroom Apartment,
fit your needs
experience preferred. 753-3633
270-753
-8556
Located by
Send
resume
to'
TDD 1-800-545-1833
froggy radio stadia&
Resume PO Box 883. BUYING old U S Coin
SPECIALM
Ext.
2.iLT
collect
ions
Paying
Benton. KY 42025
7;
9 7; Equal oppoduraty
Blue Book value
This 1 x1.5
OFFICEiVET Assistant
293-6999
cOuld be yours
LARGE 3BR apt,
for a busy vetennary
GET THIS
newly remodeied, on
clinic. Send resume to:
for ONLY 585
CASH paid for
1X1
campus C/H/A. W&D,
Bluegrass Animal
good, used guns
AD FOR
per month.
$600 water, sewage &
Health Care. 507
Benson Sporting
$75.00
trash furnished. no
Brookhaven. Mayfield.
Up to 20 words.
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
A MONTH
pets 759-4696
KY 42066
Murray
(270)753-1916
753-1916
293-4600

SW.

*One orc
check, C
move! Si
money b
call to pii
classifiec
Kentucky
for only
more ink
tact the c
departme
newspacii
1-502-22:

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

NICE 2BR, 2BA
$425.00, also 1BR,
1BA. $325.00. 1-1/2
blodts from MSU, references required.
492-8069 or 970-8412

Trends N
Treasures
1306 S 12th St

W
uPillt°br-w
ibosrlung some
Saturdays
Must be availabie to
work
overtime
as
P
T
neecied
iL
0
ENASE APPLY IN
PERSON ON LOCA-

WANT TO BUY:
USED GUITARS,
AMPS & PEDALS.
(270)339-4092

Ft II is

TLestas

lb Place Your Ad Call the Classifi
ed
or atop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Departrnent at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Mortis
Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00
a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
Lentil
NOM*

•DIVOR
without
With FR
change
and mar
agreemi
easy Ce
7days
0198,
*env Co.
ice.com

DEADLINES

1•.

$8.50 Column Inch, 60.1 Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run
(All 3 Ads Must Run Wthln b Day Period
$3-15 per column inch extra foe Monday (Shopping
Guide)

ANNO

MOM

',Get Dish •
tristallation
$19.99/mo
Showtime
50 HD Cha
FREE. Loin
No Equipm
Call Now fc
Details- 1-E
8412

*NEW Nora
SAWMILLS
Lumbermat
dles logs 3z
milts boards
Automated
sawing Oar
Gency up to
voneeNonvo
.com./300N '
7746 ext.30

HELP W

*Able to Trai
elight people
nence nem
transportatio
ing furnisher.
paid training
travel entire
immediately.
tekchemical.
1-208-590-0
•GOVT JOB
Grads ages
Financial se
great benefil
training, 30
tion,' yr, travi
Mon-Fri (80(

Murray Ledge
Housing

MI real Nate a
is subject to tl
/hurting Act. ,
illegal to ad,er
ince. limitation
heed on
glen, w.t.

pis,
natsanal
non to make a
ences. lirrutatkor
non
State laws forts,
in die sate, rent
ol real estate ba
addition to n
under federal la
We s kismet!
advertistnit toe
riCR M 1.104111

Fer/on, are
that all dwellin)
available or An
nrty ha,is

further
Adve
rnens, ,ontat
Rene P
For

WOODED
Campbell E
1414 Oaich
145x175,
sac. Call 9:
,759-5469

220-acre fs
mi. E of Mt
Fenced cal
w/2000 SF
house. ban
etc. Two p
el pit and ti
on properh
Joshua 0
502-235-41

Mur
Fir!

.AmmniF

Ledger & Time,

Nlurray Ledger & limes
S-TATEW

NM*
NDLINES

Fn l' am
Noll p.m
lim5pA

ANNOUNCEMENTS
•DIVORCE wrth or
without Chadren $125
With FREE name
change documents
and marital settlement
agreement Fast and
easy Call us 24hra
7days 1-888-7890198,
NOWII CourtDivorceSe
ry
ice corn

fled
Thuillut
-Thu.1 pA

i VISA

*One order One
cneck One smart
move, Save tome and
money by making one
call to place a 25-word
,:lassified in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for only S250 For
more information, contact the classrfied
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
BUILDINGS
*Going To Auction ,
Steel Arch Buildings
selling for Balance
Owed. Few buildings
left 16x24, 20x26 and
25x34. Call before
they're gone' 1 866,352-0469

n tat
glance
pntrol
ley

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Man
(270) 753-6266
:ell:(270) 293-4183
a.m. - 4 m. M-F
KEY MINI
AREHOUStS
:50 St-. Rt. 121S
irray. KY 42071
270-75
3-5562
_
(

t
s

%CI..

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TR ST.
flier of In C ckusite.
0810 $15 tes15 $40
1270) 436-2524
(210) 293-6906

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
1:cle climate control
storage
Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes'
Ne rent U-Hauls
753-9600
mhos/ Prop. For Rant'

Jty shop for rent,
Imes 293-1150
3ent: Large corn:rat building with
). Call Pam for
Is 502-314-8328.

Obedience
436-2858

welock Supplin
11()IIS1
/AHI/1"\t;

mil I)
I oft e‘yil
''.11 ;a mii •
I flit %II
‘1
•11 L
m-293-'731.4
a-293.73)5

Punk Sate

*FREE Heavy
Equipment Operator
Training Must be LAID
OFF, Collecting
Unemployment or
exhausted Benefits
Funding thru STATE
WIA Program AMERICAN HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRAINING 866280-5836

*NEW Norwood
SAWMILLSLumbermate-Pro handles logs 34" diameter.
mills boards 27" wide
Automated quick-cyclesawing increases efficiency up to 40%!
MEDICAL HELP
www NorwoodSawmills
WANTED
.com/300N 1-800-661•Ky
Health
Training.
7746 ext.300N
Certified Clinical
HELP WANTED
Medical Assistant, EXG
Tec.hrucian, Nurse Aide
*Able to Travel: Hiring
Training, Phlebotomy
eight people, no expetraining. Lexington &
nence necessary.
Georgetown. Day.
transportation & lodgNight, Weekend classing furnished. expense
es 859-963-2901. 888paid training. work!
274-2018
travel entire US. Start
wenv.nurseaidetrainingimmediately. vernv.procenter.com
tekchemical.com Call
1-208-590-0365
MORTGAGES/HOMF
LOANS
•GOVT JOBS HS
Grads ages 17-34.
Financial security,
great benefits, paid
training, 30 days vacation/ yr, travel. Call
Mon-Fri (800)282-1384
430
Real Estate
Murray Ledger& Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
' ^ 3, estate ad,ensed hemp
.1-let1 to the Federal Fan
Act. which makes
lk,gal to adserttse anv peeler
ence. limitatfon or decnmina
11011 based on race color, fel,
gale. sex. handicap. Familial sta
tus,
nahonal ongin or inten
bon to make ans. such prefer
ences. ItmdatIons or decnmmat1011
Sute laws lorbtd de.crimmation
n the sale. rental or adver•rsing
of real egate bard on factor, in
addition to tlxwe protected
under federal law
We s knowingtv accept any
advertrans for leaf estate which
s not m violatun of the la. All
persons are he,ebs informed
that all dweilinp advertised are
available on an equal orp.ortu
nth; basis
FOI further dksltilarICe with Fai
'lousing Adserttsal require
ments, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P
(703164610CE.

ile, Fri-Mon 11A

I 4th SI Offic...e
e. desks, work
s, chairs, comrnany comput;, electronics
g and not)
upplies &
ent. phones &
wstems &

INSTRUCTIONAL
*ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home.
'Medical, 'Business,
•Paralegal,
'Accounting, 'Criminal
Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available. Financial Aid
if qualified. Call 866460-9765
www.CenturaOnline.co

'rGet Dish -FREE
Installation$19.99/mo HBO &
Showlime FREE-Civer
50 HD Channels
FREE. Lowest PricesNo Equipment to Buy,
Call Nuw for full
Details- 1-877-238/3412

*First-Time Home
Buyers cal, about government insured Home
Loans! Stimulus availabie until Apnl 2010.
Homeowners call about
refinance! 859-2964495, Pro-Mortgages,
LLC, EHL. LO4 13806.
17836.

Nee
Bedroom homes la
Riverfleld Estates.
BG Reid

cod on our

te for free!

CIAL!!!

Is 1x1.5
be yours

220-acre farm estate 8
mi. E
Murray.
Fenced cattle farm
w/2000 SF farm
house. barn. sheds,
etc. Two ponds, gra,
el pit and trader park
on property Call
Joshua
502 235-4152

RENOVATED
4BR,
IBA home near hospital Beautiful hardwood/tile floors, sunroom, basement, appliances. new C/H/A.
2.200 sq.ft. $8.000 first
time
home
buyer
rebate. S79,500.
270-761-1317.

3Bed. 2Bath
1,480 sq. ft.
Sunset Blvd
_

1

‘i

(270)293-2482

e Ow, oases
1mtnediate
Debt Relief'
Setting an MAW/
Flexectosueet
Loord BORIC Be
Can Histrit
No Cost To Yoe
No Equity OX
7tritioray-com
(rre)761-HOMIE

1 NLY 685
Month.
20 words.

753-1916

•eir, T rucking
Company Driver
Trainees Needed , No
CDL NO PROBLEM,
Eam up to $900 week
Company endorsed
CDL Training Job
assistance Financial
assistance 888-7805539
•COL-A TEAM DRIVERS with Hazmat
Split $ 68 for all miles
0/0p teams paid $1 40
for all miles Up to
$1500 Bonus 1-80(
835-9471
*Driver- One Company
for All Dnvers! Van &
Flatbed- High Web.
Great Equipment.
Variety of Runs ClassA CDL. Westem
Express. 888-801 5295
•Drivers- CDL-A
Flatbed up to 41CPM.
Good Home Time
$1,000 sign-on bonus.
Heath, dental, vision
OTR expenence
required. No felonies.
800-441-4271 xKY-1DO
^Drivers- IMMEDIATE
NEED! OTR tanker
positions available
NOW! CDL-A w/
Tanker REQ'D.
Outstanding pay &
Benefits, Call a
recruiter today! 877484-3061 vnvw.oakleytransport.corn
*Flatbed Company &
DO Drivers Needed.
0/0 Must have own
trailer and equipment.
Excellent pay &
Benefits. Home weekends. Low deadhead
miles. Call M-F 8am4pm. 800-525-3383
ext. 106 www.tlexpress.com

IFREE,COL Clase-A Training Must be LAID
OFF, Collecting
Unemployment or
exhausted benefits
Funding thru STATE
WIA Program. Must
meet hiring
Requirements of Maior
Trucking Companies
TRUCK AMERICA
TRAINING 866-2443644
-470
Motorcycles & ATV's

L

2003 H-D Heritage
Classic. Black. 2,800
miles. 270-293-7404.
See at Cain's. Inc.
641N

LUND
MOTORSALES
We'Finance .

line ads

per are

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

hollandmotorsales com
27D-7534461 •

CONSTRUCTION

*Xi in Our

*STAY ANL) PLAY al
ono of Kentucky's top
got/ coureem Cherry
BiOseum Georgetown
Call 502-570-9489
about Stay and Flay
including furnished
townriom• golf tor tour

466
Hann for San

NEW

WOODED lot in
Campbell Estates.
1414 Oakhill Dr..
115x 175, quiet CLA-Cirirsac. Call 970-0876 or
, 759-5469

SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS

*Home-Based internal
Business $500-$I 000/
month part-tima
12 000-$5 000/ month
possibie
Faunae hours Training
providod FREE
details www K348 com
*WANTED: LIFE
AGENTS Eam $500 a
day, Great Agent
Benefits Commissions
Paid Daily, Liberal
underwriting Leads.
Leads. Leads LIFE
INSURANCE. License
Required Call 1-888713-6020

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

$30

%rocas 011ww1

*HAVE STRONG COM
MUNITY TIES? EF
Foundation seeks coor
dirtators to find tamales
for international
exchange Students 20
tea mo Cash & Trowel
rewards Must be 25.
877 216 1293

HOMES FOR SALE

•••DISH Network.
$19 99/mo, Why Pay
More Foi TV9 100+
Channels FREE 4Room Install. FREE
HD-OVR. Plus $600
Sign-up BONUS. Call
Now, 1-866-240-3844

Itrursda), Januar 21. 2010 • 7

LASSIE IEDS

*Nationwide Foreclosed
Home Auction 700+
Homes' Bids Open:
2/8. Open House: 1/30.
31 & 2/6. View Full
Listings
wenv.Auction.com
REDC Brkr70386

FOR SALE

Storage Flerests

CLAsSIFIEDS
I

2003 Silver Hyunda.
Accent hatchback GT,
good condition & great
starter car 110.000
miles $3,300
(270)705-3612
2002 Mercury Grand
Marquis, excellent condition, Arizona beige
leather seats. loaded.
64,900 miles, 55.995
753-2707

[

0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Pon_nr*Garages
*Water & Terriete
Darnage
*Decks
Olome/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0587
AN Carpentry COMM.
New homes, Addrtions,
Remodel Sagging &
Rotten floors. Vinyl
Siding.
Decks,
Roofing Mobile Home
Repair
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured
YOUR AL1
COULD- RE
HERE FOR
.ONLY STS.00
A MONTH .CALL 753-1916

BRUSH &
Painting fix s
waifs decks pros
sure
crashed
and
stained 436 2228

Nitigtft's
*saw ism% ea doe
moat expatiated
le snip.
4•3 Tose Ttsyier Tra

'Iti .tt

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming
removal
stump gnnding,
firewood Insured
489 2839

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any ot its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

MiSM ROOFING

I
FREE
ESTIMATES

753-7728

iweekb & itr...i.
• to,ally ourbcdruperelall

270 3-9916

11111 Electric
Nuke 1986
24 Noun mama
Res , Corn & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs big or st!

759-1131 • 293-2783
293-2784

BARRY JAMES
TRONICS
& N1.111,1(3301
Rt 42161.
' 7534087

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Servioe Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning. hauling. etc
Insured Emergency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters
Junk & tree W0eK.
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

SNYCIS Otilted

(270) 227-9212

(270) 519-4729
NOW accepting yards
to mow Free estimates Call
(27W73-9637

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal

LANDSCAPE

tIMUM

•64euty •Sarety
•Securtty
•Energy Ellie rent
Pro Equipment
*Pro Installation
.30 Yrs. Experience
TIM LEMONS
IrrigeHou
210-435-4776

FORTNER Gas Co.
Morray's newest
propane dealer Call
761 442'

Aenal BucketTruck
Insured

(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

I

810118CP11111 TODAY,MILOS 3 inane's- carrier delivery '753-19

16

I

FREE puppies to a
good home. For infor
mation cal 227-3644

Carstens receives fellowship grant

Dr. Ken Carstens, professor
emeritus and adjunct professor
in the department of history at
Murray State University, recently received notification that his
research proposal, "Thomas
Jefferson's Gardens: Using
Historical Records and Field
Methods to
Recreate the
Gardens of Jefferson's Friertds
and Colleagues, George Rogers
Clark and William Croghan at
Locust Grove Historic Home,
Louisville, Kentucky," was
funded by the Robert H. Smith
International Center for Studies
at Monticello.
Monticello, located near
Charlottesville, Va., was the
home of Thomas Jefferson, third
president of the United States,
writer of the first draft of the
Declaration of Independence,
Secretiu-y of State during George
Washington's presidency, minister to France. and vice president
under John Adains. A man of
many interests beyond government-historian, philosopher and
plantation
owner-Jefferson
chose to be remembered for two
things: as the framer of the
Declaration of Independence

DR. KEN CARSTENS
and
the founder
of the
University of Virginia.
A colleague of Gen. George
Rogers Clark (Clark, spent his
final days at the Locust Grove
home in Louisville). Jefferson
maintained copious notes about
his formal and subsistence gardens at Monticello tended by
Jefferson's slaves. Carstens will
be
given full
access to

Jefferson's original handwritten
notes and garden diagrams. as
well as access to archaeological
data compiled by Monticello
archaeologists
who
have
employed technological tools
called flotation machines to
study the ethno-botanical plant
remains from Jefferson's gardens.
Carstens' graduate advisor at
Washington University in St.
Louis, Mo., Dr. Patty Jo Watson,
invented the original flotation
device that is now used aS the
standard for most archaeological
field studies. Carstens and
Watson collaborated on the testing of the machine.
Carstens plans to use the
Monticello
information • by
applying it to the yet-to-be studied gardens at Locust Grove. a
contemporary
1790
"Virginian" Upper Soutkploaiatation located a few miles east of
downtown Louisville. He is an
advisor to the board of directois
of the multi-million dollar
Locust Grove home.
Locust Grove is a slave-built,
brick Georgian style home built

for the William Croghan family.
Croghan was married to Clark's
younger sister, Lucy. When
Clark's right leg was amputated
in 1809, and he could no longer
care for himself, he was invited
to move into the Croghan restdciILe where he spent the
remainder of his life, dying on
Feb. 13, 1818. In his earlier
days, Clark was a fierce and successful fighter in the Amencan
Revolution. Known as the
"Hannibal of the West" for his
military feats, Clark is buried in
Cave
Hill
Cemetery
in
Locust Grove is open to the
public seven days a week with
special lecture senes and various period historic events.
Recently, Carstens was the
keynote speaker for the opening
of the new S900.000 museum
eahLtaball featuringthe yristoly
of the(pio Valley
the life df
George Rogers Clart."For more
information on Locust Grove.
including a calendar of events,
and bookstore and gift shop
inforrnation, go online at
www.locustgrove.org.

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Friday, Jan. 22, 2010:
This year. you move in an
unprecedented direction. The
key to your success is a newfound valuing of communication. Thinking outside the box, a
specialty of yours, becomes the
best path. You set the pace; others respond accordingly. Your
home and personal life could be
put on the back burner for part
of the year, but not forever, as
you'll discover. Don't take others
for granted. If you are single,
you'll meet many people, though
you might not be ready for a
commitment. You could enjoy
the romance of dating. If you are
attached. take a seminar or class
together. Share a hobby. Choose
an activity that draws you
together. TAURUS reminds you
of the basics.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Your ability to get thingS
accomplished has been high all
week. Today is no exception.
2000 Buick Century.
Zero in on what you want, realizgood work car. high
ing that you have limited time.
mileage. excellent gas
Your
imagination
provides
mileage. $850 OBO
another source of thought and
382-3114
action. Tonight. As you like
1 TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
Uwe Trucks
I *** Know when to back off.
You will accomplish the most by
96 Chevrolet a41 ton.
being low-key when responding
ext cab, 4x4 $2 950
to a boss or someone who influ978-5655
ences your thinking. Question
which way to go with an enthusiastic friend Tonight: Keep a
secret just that.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Zero in on what you
2007 Max-lite by
R-vision, 30ft , used
want. Consider what is happenonce. excellent
ing with a friend who cannot stay
293-5476
on topic. On the other hand, you
are in a whirlwind of ideas as you
530
try to sort through what is workable Use the moment. Tonight:
Only where people are.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
- •
L&M
**** Others mght not !pike all
LAWN SERVICE
your decisrons. but they do folMmwing, Manicuring,
low your lead. Know when
• Landscaping A
enough is enough. Though you
teat Vacuuming
night want to get this or that
Satisfaerion guaranteed
done, not everyone has the
753-1816 72.74611
energy
follow-through.
to

4na

facinelkes Slat
Tonight: Still pushing your weight
around'
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Tap into your ability to
see the big picture, but this will
be a concentrated effort rf you
are vested_ Remember, so many
possibilities are out there Be
willing to walk up and take a step
in a new direction. Tonight Try a
new spot or new type of happening.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** A partner continues to
act on
trange infiuonces
Respond in a canng way once
more, knowing that soon this
person's attitude might change.
Use your imagination with a dayto-day project. Do make an
appointment with the doctor
before starting a diet. Tonight Go
for togetherness
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Defer to others and
observe where the clog in the
works is. Clearly, you will make
changes, but only when you are
more sure of yourself. Wait it cut
a little longer, more is likely to
emerge You need as much

Ille

information as possible. Tonight:
Choose what pleases you most.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your ability to see and
handle
different
situation
emerges. If you want to understand what makes a co-worker
tick. start observing more You
understand what needs to happen but might hedge on another
project. Tonight. Squeeze in
some exercise.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Let more fun into your
professional life. You work very
hard to keep this boundary. but
others could use an infusion of
happiness Make that additional
time that a co-worker needs.
Tonight. Paint the town red!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** if you can take off today,
please do. YOu will benefit from
time spent out of the office or
away from the work site. How
you feel could change your
approach, and thus the outcome
of a situation Tonight. Balance
your checkbook before deciding.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

***** You are inspired, and
others get a charge off of this
energy. Be precise, because
sloppiness could be a problem.
especially if someone is following your lead. Conversations are
animated and have many suggestions below the surface.
Tonight: Start the weekend with
a fun get-together.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Sometimes your intuition
leads you down an expensive
path. Make sure you separate
intuition from wanting. as you
could be off spending way too
much. How you deal with another person could be off. Tonight:
Stick to your budget. There is a
tomorrow.
BORN TODAY
Gospel singer Sam Cooke
(1931), actress Linda Blair
(1959), actor John Hurt (1940)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.lacguellnebigarcom.
(c) 2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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6th Annual
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Tuesday, January 26, 2010
Murray State University- RSEC, Murray Roo
m
Registration 4:00 pm - 4:30
pm
Sponsored Dinner 6:00 pm

Seminars and

Discussion Begin at 4:30 pm

Featured Speakers:
Dr. Matt Roberts
Ohio State University
Jerry Gulke
The Gulke Group

**Please RSVP by January 22
to
(270) 809-3556** or rhea.wright murra
ystate edu
Free Admission, Reservations
Required
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in big, beautiful women
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KEITH SRAKOCIC AP
Louisville's coach Pick Pitino pleads to an
official
during the fitst half Saturday against Pittsb
urgh.
Pittsburgh won 82-T7 In ovartimr..
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)—
Louisville head coach Rick
Pitino wants the Cardinals to Louisv
ille at 56ton Hall
learn from the tough loss at When. h
Pittsburgh.
Where: PrudentaJ Center Nowa r
N.J.)
"1 think they are a little Tv
; EspN
down. but that's to be expect- Necorde: Lou 12-8 (3-2. Bag East).
ed," Plinio said. "If you stay in sm"
1 (14.131"
0E )
this game long enough. you see it from all angles
... But you
want them to be down, because if they weren'
t that means
they wouldn't care so much and our guys are
really down
atsout it because they played a perfect game."
The Cardinals (12-6, 3-2 Big East Conference)
blew and
five-point lead with less than a minute to play
in regulation
and lost 82-77 on Saturday. It's an experience that
Pitino has
told his team to take as a positive down the road
in conference.
"The one thing 1 can say about this basketball
team. we
make our mistakes, but !appreciate, as a basketball
coach. the
effort they give." Pitino said. "'They give great
effort, not
goocl effort, great effort. As a coach you appreciate
that. you
appreciate the disappointment, you appreciate the
way they
pressed against Villanova. you appreciate that type
of effort.
They're playing their tails off."
Louisville's next test is at Seton Hall (10-6, 1-4 Big East).
It's been a rough couple of weeks for Louisville. Prior
to
the Pittsburgh loss, they squandered a I 7-point first
half lead
in a home loss to then No.4 ranked Villanova, losing 92-84.
The losses were especially hard on senior guard
Edgar
Sosa, who missed key free throws late in regula
tion at
Pittsburgh that could've sealed the victory.
Before boarding the plane back to Louisville, Pitino
said
Sin LOUtsviLLE, to
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TOMMY DILLARD / I fi,1,1p, 5 T,r,os
Murray guard Kendall Deese goes to the baske befor
t
e having this shot rejected by Ballard Memorial
forward Jay
Middleton during Wednesday's All 'A' quarterfinal
at Graves County. Deese contributed seven point
s off the bench. but
the Tigers fell, 49-42

THREE-PEAT HOPES DA.SHED AS MI1RPAY OFFENSE ensu I I LIAZ
Greene

lirirr-rso.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
MAYFIELD, Ky. -- 1Nvo factors caused Ron Greene to feel
less than confident going into his
Murray team's All 'A' quanerfinal matchup against Ballard
Memorial Wednesday night.
First, there was the Bombers'
size and strength in the post. an
area in which the Tigers' are
lacking.
With 6-foot-5 lay Middleton
and 6-foot-6 Ryan Buchanan
patrolling the paint, Greene
knew rebounds and inside scoring would come at a premium.
Second, there was the health
of leading scorer and rebounder
larvae Langford.
Langford sat out practice
Tuesday with a 102 fever and
was still suffering from flu-like
symptoms as Wednesday's game
tipped off.

, who began his coaching career in 1965, has been
around the game long enough to
know a potentially dangerous
situation when he sees it.
On Wednesday. he was right.
Ballard dominated Murray
inside to the tune of a plus-12
rebounding advantage and held
Langford to two first-half points.
vanquishing the Tigers' bid for a
three-peat regional title.
"I had a lot of respect for
them coming into tonight," said
Greene. whose squad ended up
on the wrong side of a 49-42
final at Graves County.
"I knew (rebounding) would
be an issue. ... We go as larvae
goes. His temperature was 102
and that was the way he played."
Six-seed Ballard's ousting of
the third-seeded Tigers was the
first upset of the week on the
wide-open boys' side of the All

'A' bracket.
'The Bombers dominated the
boards, especially in the first
half, after which they held an 188 rebounding advantage.
Middleton scored ten points
and Buchanan notched nine
while Murray center Mark
Stubblefield spent most of the
game mired in foul trouble. further allowing Ballard to dominate the inside.
Stubblefield went to the
bench after picking up two fouls
in the first quaner then earned
his fourth with three minutes left
in the third quarter.
Mostly, though, the Tigers
were done in by a continued
inability to put up points.
Murray suffered through a
long scoreless stretch in the second quarter, allowing Ballard to
take its first lead of the game.
and couldn't convert down the

This Week
ist Region eons' Ail 'A' Classic
lat Graves Comity)
Saturday
(8) SI Nary 83.(9) hichman Co 51
Ballard teem ar.
RaiewstSI
Fuer.) City 75, 00) CCA
Monday
11) Heath 51,(8) SI Mary 48
Tuesday
(2) Caddie Co ea (7) Fulton City 611
Wednesday
(4) FtMon Co 47, tS) Mayfield 46
(6) Selland Mem 49. (3) Murray 42
Friday
(1) Heath vs (4) Fulton Co
pm
Caleb Co et 15) Mad Malt 746 pm
Saturday, Jen. 23
Chernpoonship game
8 p.m

It

stretch in the fourth quarter.
Trailing by just two early in
the final period. the Tigers were
held scoreless for four consecutive possessions. three of which
ended on missed three-pointers.
"We wanted Marie (Foster) to
al See TRIERS, 10

Pineiro pins down
deal with Angels
FOR1VIER CARDINAL PITCHER
A(;REES
$16M DEAL
le RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK(AP)— Joel Pineiro agreed Wednesday to a
$16
million. two-year contract with the Los Angeles Angels
, a person
fannhar with the negotiations told'Me Associated Press.
Pineiro's deal is subject to a physical, the person
said, speaking
on condition of anonymity because the agreement
was not yet final.
Los Angeles hopes Pineiro will help fill a hole created
by the
departure of John Lackey, who left the AL West champi
ons for an
S82.5 million. tive-year deal with the Boston Red Sox.
Pineiro also
had been sought by the Los Angeles Dodgers and
New York Mets.
who earlier in the week lost out on Bengie
Molina when the freeagent catcher decided to stay with Sall Francisco.
A 31-year-old nght-hancler. Pineiro was 15-12 with
a 3.49 ERA
last season for the St. Louis Cardinals. his best
season siticv going
16-11 for Seattle in 2003. He has an 87-79 record
with a 4.39 ERA
in 10 major league season that also included
a stint with the Red
Sox.
He joins a rotation that includes holdovers
Weaver(16-8),
Joe Saunders(16-7), Scott Kazmir(10-9)
and Ervin Santana (8-8).
Since losing to the Yankees in the AL
championship series. the
Angels have lost lackey, All-Star third
baseman
Figgins,
designated hitter Vladimir Guerrero and
reliever Darren ()liver to
free agency. They replaced Guenero DH
with Flideki Matsui and
added Fernando Rodney to the bullpen.
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By CHRIS TALBOTT
Associated Press Writer
JACKSON. Miss. (AP) — That sure
looks like Tiger Woods.
The face. The rounded shoulders. The
eyes stanng out from under a cap
Celebrity Web site radaronline.com says
the next issue of the National Enquirer will
feature photos of the world's No. 1 golfer at
Pine Grove Behavioral Health and
Addiction Services in Hattiesburg, Miss.
The site posted eight photos that purport
to show Woods — weanng white shorts and
a dark hooded sweatshirt — at the Pine
Grove facility where the Gentle Path sexual
addiction program is conducted.
Calls to the National Enquirer were not
immediately returned Wednesday afternoon.
Woods' agent, Mark Steinberg, declined to
corrunent on the photo or whether Woods
was at the clinic
If the photos are authentic, they would be
the first of Woods since he appeared at halftime of the Stanford-Cal football game Nov.
21 when he was inducted into Stanford's
RYAN MOORE AP
In this photo taken on FrIdaycottag
es at the Gentle Path facility In
sports Hall of Fame. Six days later, Woods
crashed his SUV into a tree outside his home Hattiesburg, Miss., is shown. Celebrity Web slte radaronline.com says the
in Florida, setting off a stunning downfall next issue of the National Enquirer will feature photos of the
world's No. 1
over allegations of rampant extramarital golfer at Pine Grove Behavioral Health and Addiction
Services in Hattiesburg.
affairs.
The site posted eight photos on Wednesday
that purport to show Woods —
Woods eventually confessed to infidelity, wearing white shorts and a dark hoode
d sweatshirt —at the Pine Grove faciland he said he would take an indefinite ity where the Gentle
Path sexual addiction program is conduc
ted.
break from golf while he tries to save his
Enquirer show a man resembling Woods about
8 feet tall, and dotted with brick buildmarriage.
looking directly at the camera as he walks ings,
like the one in the background of the
He hasn•t been seen in public since the
out the Pine Grove clinic carrying a styro- photos.
Nov. 27 accident.
foam cup.
There's a sign on the fence with the logo
And since then, reporters have tried to
He shares Woods' physique. facial make- of Forrest
find one of the most famous athletes in the
General Hospital, which owns
up — unshaven, with signs of a goatee — Pine
Grove.
world, reporting that he has been spotted
and even appears to be wearing a cap with
Officials at the clinic would neither coneverywhere from Arizona to Africa, from
the golfer's logo.
firm nor deny his presence, noting that it
New York to the Bahamas. No one has been
The pictures appear to have been taken would
be a violation of federal privacy law.
able to come up with a photo, which indusfrom outside the facility with a telephoto
Pine Grove is one of the nation's top
try officials have estimated would be worth
lens while a gate that allows vehicles to pass addicti
on treatment facilities. Treatment at
$100,000 or more.
in and out was open. The compound is the
Gentle Path compound lasts up to six
Until. perhaps, now.
ringed with a weathered wooden fence. weeks.
The photos obtained by the National

Wednesday s Scores
By The Associated Prase
BOYS BASKETBALL
Bracken Co 67. St Patrick 42
Bullin Central 85 Lou Atherton 78
Lex Henry Clay 52 Lex Bryan Station
47
Lou Ballard 59. Lou Central 52
Sth Region All "A" Classic
Green Co 55 Washington Co 41
6th Region AN -A" Classic
Lou Shawnee 73 Lou Hoty Ctoss 54
9th Region All "A'' Classic
Ludic.* 66 Bellevue 55
Newpon Centrai Catholic 58 Cov Holy
Cross 43
10th Region Ail "A" Classic
Bishop Brossan 59, Pans 45
II th Region All -A" Classic
Lex Sayre 52 Berea 33
1st Region All "A" Classic
Fulton Co 47. Maylieid 46

Scott County Tournament
Let Paul Dunbar 66 Elizabethtown 61
CiIRLS BASKETBALL
Augusta 62 Coy Latin 34
Betsy Layne 66 Pianst 45
Bolan Central 81. Lou Atherton 49
John Hardin 58. Spencer Co 37
Rowan Co 57 Lawrence Co 47
South Glaharn 54 North Oldham 39
Watton-Verona 44 Owen C 42
Sth Region All "A" Classic
Green Co 59 B4)thlOtwIrn 43
6th Reglon All "A's Classic
Lou Holy Cross 96 Lou Shawnee 4A
11 th Region All "A" Classic
Lex Chrisfian 57 Frankfort 30
14th Region All "A" Classic
Les* Co 57 Lee Co 43
Owsley Co 74. Cordia 16
Wolfe Co 55, Hazard 50
Scott County Tournament
Scott Co 51 Lex Lafayette 44

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Louisiana Tech hires
Dykes to replace Dooley
RUSTON, La. (AP) —
Louisiana Tech hired Arizona
offensive coordinator Sonny
Dykes on Wednesday to replace
Derek Dooley as head coach.
Dykes has coached in college
for 15 years and has been with
Anzona since 2007, serving as
both offensive coordinator and
quarterbacks coach. He has
never been a college head coach.
Last Friday, Dooley left Tech
after three seasons to replace
Lane Kiffin at Tennessee.
Dykes is the son of former
longtime Texas Tech coach
Spike Dykes. He played baseball for the Red Raiders in college and later returned to
Lubbock to become an assistant
football coach on Mike Leach's

staff.
Dykes' spread offense helped
revive Arizona's offense, which
had struggled under coach Mike
Stoops.
The Wildcats set numerous
school passing records under
Dykes and finished 10th in the
country in passing in 2007. This
season, Arizona won eight
games and averaged 384.5 yards
and 27.4 points per game.
He coached at Texas Tech for
seven seasons under Leach, rising to co-offensive coordinator
in 2005.
Louisiana Tech was 4-8 last
season, finishing tied for fifth in
the Westem Athletic Conference
at 3-5.

•Louisville

NBA

Shaq's superstar dunk contest grounded

By TOM WITHERS
joined the field.
individual."
some."
AP Sports Writer
O'Neal said he wanted a
Miami's Dwyane Wade heard
Put on the spot dunng a TV
CLEVELAND (API — So large prize. with half of the about O'Neal's idea
and supfar. Shaquille O'Neal's proposal money going to earthquake-rav- ports the effort to raise more interview while watching last
year's event, James said he
for a superstar dunk contest to aged Haiti.
money — he has already donatCarter, who won the contest ed a one-game check of about would cor ider dunking this
raise money for Haiti hasn't left
in 2000, declined the offer and SI75,01:10 — but won't dunk. year in Dallas. It seemed as if
the ground.
James was trying to get some of
On Tuesday night, O'Neal said Orlando teammate Dwight either.
Only defending dunk cham- the league's top players
suggested that he would love to Howard, the 2008 champion,
could do it.
pion Nate Robinson of the New. involved, but none of the game's
see his Cleveland teammate
-Nobody should feel obligat- York Knicks was behind premier dunkers wanted in and
LeBron James take part in the
ed to do anything they don't O'Neal's philanthropic plan.
James recently decided not to
NBA's All-Star dunk contest,
want to do,' Carter said. "1 did
"That seetns like an awesome participate after hedging for
but only if former champions make
Tracy (McGrady) get in idea to me." he said. -For Shaq months.
Vince Carter. Kobe Bryant and the dunk contest
in 2000, but he to say something like that. that'd
He has been cnticized for
another unnamed star also could have said no. It's
up to the be pretty cool and pretty awe- ducking out.

From Page 9
he told Sosa a personal story
from Pitino's days as a player
UMass. Pitino missed a free
throw late in a game against
Providence and failed to get
back on defense and prevent
the Friars' Kevin Stacom from
scoring. The loss prevented
UMass from making the
NCAA Tournament.
"The morale of the story is,
if I wouldn't have paused and
said 'oh no' and got on Stacom,
Stacom was not having a good
night, I could've erased the
mistake by. playing good
defense." Pitino said.
A huge part of that growth
will come from sophomore for-

ward Samardo Samuels, who
leads the team in scoring (16.3)
and rebounding (7.8) and has
averaged 23 points per game
the past two contests and shot
16-for-24 from the field.
"We're all trying to look
past the loss," Samuels said.
"Both losses were tough. I
mean both of them were games
we should've won. But this
conference is so tough, Seton
Hall is tough, Cincinnati is
tough. so we can get some
good wins and be right back up
there in the race."
Pitino added that the teams
efforts to get Samuels the ball
will have to be rnore consistent
to continue to improve.
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From Page 9
try to get loose and shoot them
if he was open," Greene said
"We weren't getting anything
off the inside because they wertt
bigger and stronger."
Langford attempted to carry
the Tigers in the second halt.
scoring ten points to notch a
game-high twelve.
Foster finished with eleven
points but went 3-for-12 from
three-point range.
Murray did get production
off its bench. Kendall Deese ran
point for much of the night anti
scored seven points while Seth
Parker-Bell was able to carve
out some inside offense in
Stubblefield's absence, scoring
eight.
But it wasn't enough.
"I thought if we could score
50, we could win coming in,"
Greene said. "We did an adequate job defensively, we just
couldn't score. They did a good
job on Jarvae. When he got the
ball inside, he was faced with
some big. strong kids."
The Bombers also handled
Murray's defensive pressure
well.
After turning the ball over
seven times in the first quarter,
Ballard scattered just seven
10MM DILLARD / Ledger 8 TiMeS
more turnovers over the next Seth Parker-Bell gets a hand in the face from Ballard
three periods.
Memorial's Ryan Buchanan Wednesday night. Parker-Bell
"(Point guard) Alex Hill was scored eight points off
the bench.
huge." said Ballard coach Nick
Chaykowsky. "He's starting to five.
Murray returns to action next
realize how to run point. Early
The Tigers also failed to Tuesday at Lone Oak at 7:30
in the game. we turned it over a score on their next possession, a p.m.
lot. but I felt like our guys were missed three-pointer by Foster.
Ballard
6 15 14 14 —49
nervous. After they got settled. I
Mallory then sank two more Murray Memonal 10
8 13 11 —42
thought we got better as the free throws to build the Bomber
game went on."
lead to seven and send fans Ballard Memorial (10-101 — A Mallory
11 Middleton 10 Buchanan 9 W
Trailing by three points with scrambling for the exits.
Mallon? 9 Hill 7 Pnnce 3
58 seconds remaining. Langford
Mallory finished with a 2-pt.:
16-25 3-pt: 2-8 FT: 11 19
drove in for a layup and missed. team-high I I points as Ballard Rebound
s: 30
Ballard grabbed the rebound advanced to play Carlisle Murray (94) — Langford 12 Foster 11.
Parker-Bell 8 Deese 7 FteIds 4
and Alex Mallory. sank two free County in the semifinals Fnday
2-pt.: '1-22 3-pt: 4-19 FT
throws to extend the lead to night.
Rebounds: 18

Let us SAVE YOU UP TO 40%
with Cellulose Insulation by 811Piegati
A difference you will see, feel & enjoy! insu
lation
• ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY made of 80% recycled
newsprint
• EXCEEDS TOUGHEST FIRE STANDARDS - Up to 50% better
fire resistant than fiberglass
• USE IN NEW & EXISTING HOMES custom -fit wail spray
surrounds your home with a monolithic cellulose insulation system

ENERGY STAR

Our Home Office:
939 St Rt. 121
Murray. KY
270-753-6433
WE WANT EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS!

17800-2114.11433
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you look back at the photos, it's kind
of a composite of all the small
moments."
While staying behind the scenes is
good for the candid shots, ChrismanVeach said it's still important to mix
some traditional posed photographs in
as well. Specifically, photos of family
are important to have.
"A lot of times it's one of the few
times you will have the whole family
together and dressed up, so it's good
to get nice, posed photos of them,"
Chrisman-Veach said. "A mixture of
posed and candid is important."
While the idea of having a photographer behind-the-scenes all day may
appeal to some, it's still important to
make sure all the necessary photos get
made. Most photographers are trained
and have experience in how to properly light and pose a scene and that
should be taken advantage of by the
bride and groom. Having a professional pose and light a family will tum
out much better than just having everyone gather together and handing the camera to a friend.
"The mothers, grandparents, everybody, even the bride wants the posed

'tz onnuef

if
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Ken Andrus/Oakwood Studio

The candid style of wedding
photograp
hy
is
gaining
popularity
and
offers a "behind
the scenes" look at the various events surroundin
g
the
wedding
day. The photographer tries to capture the small moments that make up the
day and tell a story
through the photographs

Mix styles of photography for best results
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
A more candid style of wedding
photography is starting to grow in popularity among couples, giving a more
behind-the-scenes look at the wedding
day.
Shot from the mindset of "ignore
the photographer." the candid style provides the couple with a series of photos documenting the event. Many wedding photographers are starting to shoot
in this way, and enjoying the final
results.
"Most people don't like to pose and
be "on" all day, they get tired," said
Cindy Chrisman-Veach. owner of Studio C Photography. "The candid advantage is that the photographer is around
capturing the moments before, during
and after without getting the way."
Ken Andrus, owner of Oakwood Studio, said candids are good not just for
the bride and groom, but for the photographer.
"I love just walking around and getting the pictures of the little flower
girl kissing the little ring bearer and
the bride's hand when they're dancing
and all those little moments that make
up the whole day,'' he said. "When

See Page 15
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CD so guests can have a keepsake when they leave.
Manion said if the couple hasn't already hired a photographer, the DJ will sometimes take pictures at the
reception and put them on a scr,:en as it unfolds. Sometimes. these can even be pat on the CD with the
slideshow. He said this is especially beneficial for grandparents of the couple or others who might not stay for
the whole reception. but would look to see how the rest
of it turned out.

•Photography ...

CCASIONS

ter

decision. Seeing other
From page 2
weddings will give a good
shots. It's where the pho- idea of the
style preferred
tographer'
s
training
in
by the photographer and
lighting and posing come
help
visualize what the
into play and is still just
wedding photos may look
as important as it ever
like. Andrus recommendwas," Andrus said.
Andrus added that ed that brides look for
when a mixture of styles examples of styles they
is used, he sees the cou- like and bring them to
ple choose both when the initial consultation
picking out prints after the with a wedding photographer.
wedding.
"I see what photos they
As with choosing any
wedding photographer, like and it's easy to tell
it's always cnicial to see what style they will want
samples of other wed- based on that." Andrus
dings before making a said.
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crowd to get on their feet so they can teach them
dances like the Cha Cha Slide and others that are popular.
"I've been working to try to get the Electric Slide
down, but I haven't gotten that yet," he said.
One tradition that faded away but seems to have
come back is the "dollar dance," in which people are
encouraged to dance with the bride and groom but have
to slip them cash first. Manion said he also often gets
the crowd to participate in various giunes to keep the
energy level up.
As far as the music goes, it's usually the grooms
who are concemed about making sure certain songs get
played at some point during the reception, while the
brides tend to concern themselves with specific points
in the reception, Manion said. For example, many of
them tnight want certain songs played during the ceremonial parts of the reception like during the first dance,
the father-daughter dance and the mother-son dance. He
said they often leave the rest of the music up to him.
There aren't usually any disputes over the playlist because
the grooms usually simply want the brides to be happy,
he said.
Manion said the common practice of having a slideshow
with photos of the bride and groom is being done more
and more often now by Ws. He said that in many
cases, the bride chooses the song to play during the
photos of her when she young, the groom will pick the
song to play over his section and they will choose a
song together to play over the photos of diem together after they met. Sometimes the couple will even ask
the creator of the slideshow to make copies of it on a

DJs provide more than just dance rnusic
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
As music has become more readily available in the
digital age, many als are doing much more than simply providing music at wedding receptions.
J. R. Manion with Majestic Sounds DJ Entertainment
said he lives in Hardin and DJs plenty of weddings and
other events in places like the Murray Woman's Clubhouse, the Murray Country Club. the Regional Special
Events Center and residences. He said that even in the
current tough economy, plenty of people want to make
sure their wedding reception stands out from others. He
said couples generally want everything to go exacdy as
planned and don't want any surprises. Some are very
strict about what they want to hear and others tell the
DJ to play whatever he or she thinks is best, he said.
Since music is so easily accessible through mp3 players and laptop computers, it has become more and more
cormnon in the last fcw years for DJs to handle more
aspects of receptions such as slide shows of die bride
and groom with musical accompaniment, gaines and participative dances. He said that when a fairly young couple gets married and there are a lot of young people
at the reception, there is usually a good deal of energy and it isn't often a problem getting people to dance
and have a good time.
When the couple is a bit older, there are usually
more of what Manion calls "chair dancers" — people
who want to have a good time but who stay in their
chairs unless they can be coaxed out of them. He said
that many brides especially want to make sure that the
dance floor isn't empty, so DJs sometimes will get the

For all your /lora/ needs.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray
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By Tresa Erickson
For Ad Builder
You're up to your elbows in wedding
planning when you suddenly realize you
haven't shopped for gifts for your attendants yet. Your wedding is just weeks away,
and your attendants have done so much
for you already. You want to get them a
great gift that they will cherish for years
to come.
When shopping for gifts for your attendarns. you can go one of three ways. You
can get everyone the sarne gift. you can
get everyone a different gift. or you can
select a theme and buy gifts based on that.
For the guys, for example, you might go
with a sports theme and buy them items
with their favorite team logo on it. You
might buy the businessman a pen and the
athlete a hat.
Before you go shopping, you should
think about the gifts you want to give. Do
you want to buy everyone the sante gift.
or do you want to look for individual gifts?
Do you want to buy everyone something
they can use at the wedding? Do you want
to buy material gifts, or do you want to
look for event gifts, like tickets to a concert or a game?
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By Tresa Erickson
For Ad Builder
When planning their wedding, some couples elect to
have a theme. Themes
can run the gamut from colors to characters, and many couples
look for one
that will make their wedding unique. Does having a themed
wedding interest
you? Here are some tips to help you select the right theme.
Wedding themes often arise from common favorites and
interests. Sit down
with your beloved and write down your favorites and interests
. Compare your
lists and see what you have in common. Perhaps you both
like the sport of
skiing or are into jazz. Perhaps you have a favorite
hobby. Whatever your
findings, you might be able to pull a theme from them.
If you can't pull a theme from your common favorites
and interests, don't
despair. With some thought, you are sure to come up
with one. Here are some
areas you might want to consider pulling a theme from:
• Art, like film or
literature • Cultures, like the Irish or Japanese • Decades
, like the 1920s or
1960s • Famous characters. like Romeo and Juliet or
Bonnie and Clyde •
Food, like chocolate or
cheese • Holidays •
Places, like Hollywood
or the beach • Seasons •
Special events, like Mardi From previous page
Gras or Super Sunday • to allow ample time for the auction
to end and for
Time periods, like the shipping. Look for trusted
sellers.
Renaissance or the Vic• Last, but not least, consider inexpensive ways to
torian Age
get out wedding invitations. Don't go for engravin
g
You might even look - regular
printed invites work just as well. There are
to the venue you have
a variety of wedding invitations available on
the
selected for your wedding for inspiration. An interne that won't cost a fortune. For a casual wedold dance hall might be ding. consider printing your own invites from your
the perfect place to have home computer. Stationery stores now sell printed
a 1940s-themed wedding. paper meant to use in a home printer as cheap wedding invitations.

6et marriedlife offto a Sweet'Start

Jewelry is a conunon gift, especially for
the la.dies. If possible, you should look for
versatile pieces your attendants can wear
at your wedding and at other events. To
make the gifts more personal. look for
pieces with birthstones or have them
engraved.
Goody bags are another option. You
may fill these with a wide range of products from bath salts and bubble bath for
the ladies to sports gear for the guys.
If everyone likes to hang out itS a group,
tickets to some event might he ideal. You
might arrange to go to a concert. game,
play or some other event. Ilte options are
endless. and if you think there might be
schedule conflicts. you can always purchase an event ticket for each individual.
If you are on a tight budget, you might
malce the gifts. You will find numerous
idea.s online. and not all of them require
you to be crafty or handy. You could make
a CD for attendants of their favorite tunes
or fill a basket with their favorite foods.
It doesn't matter what you give your
attendants. As long as you put some thought
into it, they will be delighted with whatever you give them.

.1.••••••.1..11,

Using a theme for your wedding
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Choosing the perfect
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How 3anking Shock]Be

405 South 12th St. • 700 North 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071 • 270-753-LOAN
online banking: www.themumybank.eom

Odds are, if you're getting married you'll need to borrow
money in your near future for your first home, a new car or
maybe even your own business. Whatever your financial
needs, the professionals at The Murray Bank can help! All of
our loan decisions are made quickly and locally by people
you know and trust, so you won't have a long wait to get
something you need. Even if it's something blue!

Something Borrowed!.
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Mirray Bank
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See Page 6

to sponsor specific activities such dti
sunset cruise, scuba tnp. spa treatment.
or meal at a romantic restaurant.
• Choose an off-season locale. Assuming a fixed departure date, choose a destination that coincides with your travel
dates for drastic price breaks and smaller crowds. Many islands in the Caribbean
have ideal temperatures year-round. but
rates skyrocket from January to April
due to high demand from winter-weary
Ea.st Coast travelers.
You may also choose less expensive
locales; details of which can be found
online or through a travel agent.
Or you can choose to stay close to
home at a locale within driving distance
from the site of the wedding. In general. the shorter the distance the cheaper
the cost. Save the airfare and use the
extra money to upgrade to a nicer hotel
and room at a resort within driving distance. Booking early also saves dollars.
This guarantees that all the inexpensive
rooms won't be sold out.
Shopping the sales is a must. According to "Consumer Reports Travel Letter." the best times to buy airline tickets are October through December and
January through March. When booking.
think like a vacationer and stay over at

•

VIP Wnsettattags • Spa Package, • I onownnt Serru f
• Latwhes cfr Omen (by Restrvatson Only)
• Cuttern Wedding LalorL, • &pm, Rerun

Hwy 1,41 South rut 12() from I-40 an% 28 tide,
and Ahier Iron, Downtown Part,

2982 Harvey Bowden Rd. • Paris. TN 38242
www.pariswinery.com

(731) 644-9500

• Pfirellf

• Wedilint • Ar quints • Brulablia., rent Party,

"A Taste ofItaly and Tennessee Hospitality"

Vineyarois

ans

The list includes setting a priority for be obtained online such
as Price Line
the type of trip you want then working and many others.
with a travel agent to find what you
Other ideas include:
want that you can afford. They can save
• Using a honeymoon registry Some
you money with air/hotel or fly/drive/hotel travel agencies and tour
operators offer
packages (thanks to their high business a registry service by
which they collect.
volume). they have the skinny on last
track. and apply contributions from your
minute or ongoing sales, and can offer wedding guests toward
your honeymoon
the wisdom gained from years of travel expenses. Some
services. such as
experience. Savings for rooming can alsi ‘.‘ v:w.honeyluna.com,
even allow guests

Something old, something new, something borrowed...

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
If you and your bride or groom have
completed your wedding planning and
are thinking about what to do for the
honeymoon that won't break your budget or allow you to spend more cash on
the nuptial, wedding and travel experts
have some advice.
Priyesh Nathu, general manager of
Murray's Holiday Inn Express says the
company doesn't offer any specific discount on rooming expenses, but does
offer some amenities that could cut the
cost of the wedding - every little bit
helps.
"What we have done is when they
book their wedding party and they choose
to stay here for that then we do give
them a discount," Nathu said.
Getting the most bang for your wedding buck entirely depends on shopping
around and planning ahead, according to
www.wedding.theknot.com. If you do your
homework, you can avoid many of the
high costs of spending a memorable honeymoon even if you choose not to go
somewhere close to home.
The following lists 25 cash-saving tips
to help you plan a romantic vacation of
your dreams while saving dollars for
something even more important - many
long years of marriage ahead.

Honeymooning on a budget can be easy

January 21. 2010
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time and make sure it's not
stuffy," she said.
Grooms sometimes also have
more to say about who is in the
wedding itself than they once
did, Richardson said. She said
she doesn't help plan rehearsal
dinners since they are generally
not hard to pull off and it's the
only thing the groom's parents
have to worry about, but she
has helped decorate on occasion.
One final thought: Of all the
problems that tend to pop up
between the time of the engagement and the time of the wedding, the bridesmaids' dresses
tend to be the most common
thing that gives people headaches,
Richardson said. She said that
in her experience, problems come
mostly because brides either don't
know what they want or if they
adbuilder com
do, they don't allow enough time Of all the problems that come about before
the wedahead of the wedding date to ding, bridesmaid dresses top the list. Whether choosmake sure they can purchase the ing the dress style or getting them in enough time,
they can cause trouble for the bride.
ones they do.

Wedding planner offers advice for couples
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Even when they aren't personally involved in every aspect
of weddings. wedding planners
get to see many different people go through one of the most
important periods in their lives.
As a result, they can sometimes
have a perspective that the average person does not.
Jody Richardson. co-owner of
A Festive Touch in Murray. said
that although she doesn't play a
role in putting together guest lists.
she has seen plenty of people
struggle to get the right balance
between cost and the number of
people they want to invite. She
said it is usually a good idea
to set a budget for how much
you're willing to spend on a
wedding and base the number
of invited guests on that number. That way, you can estimate
about how much it will cost per
person after you get an idea of
the cost of venue, food and other
expenses, she said.
Another way of keeping costs
under control is to decide on

the exact guest list and then
base the budget on that number. When putting together the
initial list. it is probably best
to include the people you must
invite, the people you would like
to invite and the people you
probably ought to invite before
whittling it down to the essentials. Richardson said.
While it has usually been common in the past for the groom
to be left out of the planning
entirely. Richardson said she has
noticed in the last few years
that the trend seems to be that
the men have become more
involved.
"They feel like it's their wedding too," she said.
Richardson said she has generally noticed that when the
bride's mother is very closely
involved with the wedding planning, the groom generally isn't
and vice versa. She said grooms
tend to care most about issues
like the location of the wedding
and reception, the food, the decorations, the party and the music.
"They want to have a good

TUDIO
Photography
Your wedding day should be a happy and worry free occasion from the
"good mornings" to the "goodbyes."

4,

The photography should not dictate the day but rather tell it's story.
My goal is to do just that; capture those special and unforgettable
moments throughout the day of you, your families, and your friends.
I combine traditional photography with a journalistic approach.
The final result? Photographs unique to the personality of your
wedding. Studio C creates memories to be cherished by you and
yours for a lifetime.
For more information, and to receive a Wedding Video
call (270)753-0231 or email studiocpixPyahoo.com

Cindy Chrisman-Veach, photographer
"Thanks,for sharing your Irt, r?1,,,
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eymoon are more intimate than the decorations and things like that and there
are some areas where you can cut back
to make the rest of it more meaningful."
There are many things you can do
to save a dollar here, $50 there and
maybe even $100 on this and that. Here
are listed the "Top 10 Ways to Save
Money on Your Wedding" and still have
a wonderful wedding to remember.
according to nuptial experts at
About.com.
• Start by trimming your wedding
guest list. The cost of the wedding is
very much influenced by who is invited. Think about who you really want
to be there, whether you want children
at the wedding and possibly eliminate
distant family or work colleagues that
aren't actually close friends.
• You can save postage on wedding
invitation by not using the inner envelope and blotter paper. Rather than having a reply card, ask guests to reply
online or by the telephone. Not only
will you save money from the printer
bill, it should also reduce your postage
expense.
• Be sure to shop sample sales and
the Internet for less-expensive wedding
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Specializing in Up-Styles, Manicures,
Pedicures & Acrylics.
1701 Hwy. 121 Sypass • Murray • 753-9457
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dresses. Too many wedding dresses wind honored to be a special pan.
Look
up at your local Goodwill or thrift store for money-saving tips everywhere.
Check
or for sale on Ebay at a fraction of websites such as wedfrugal.
com and
the original cost. Lets face it, you are frugalbride.com, and ask
friends and
only going to wear it once, or you family members for what
they did to
hope so. Look on eBay, Craig's List save money on their big day.
and other Web sites for deals on used
• Doing it yourself can also save dolwedding dresses.
Remember
that
cleanlars.
Throw
a
"pitch-in
party."
where
ing the delicate fabric of a wedding you ask your friends to be
a special
dress may cost hundreds of dollars so part of your wedding
by helping you
pick carefully. There are many shops assemble favors and
make invitations,
where you can rent a Wedding dress.
centerpieces, and other homemade inex• Change the day of the week your pensive touches. Be sure
to put out
wedding is taking place. Have your delicious snacks and have
inspiring tunes
wedding on a weeknight or a Sunday
on
the
stereo,
so
that
your
friends feel
when there is less demand. Vendors like they're at a party,
not just part of
may be willing to give you a better an assembly line.
rate.
Serve
•
wedding
food
and drink that
• You may also save money on church is inexpensive. Ask a caterer,
if you
decorations by having a wedding on or
have
one,
help
to
you
save
money.
near a holiday.
The
church
will
already
Which
are
the
least
expensive
entrees:
be decorated, saving you lots of money is a buffet less expensive
than a seaton flowers. Simplicity can be
key.
A
ed
dinner?
Provide
your own liquor, if
candlelit ceremony can be romantic and any, or find out
if serving only wine
inexpensive.
and beer will cost less than a full bar.
• Ask for help saving
money.
If
you
•
Make
the
most
of
eBay. It's a great
want to have an inexpensive wedding, source for everything
from second-hand
pool your resources. Think ot musidresses
to
wedding favors, cake topcians you know, friends who could be pers, ring
pillows and more. Be sure
your officiant and people who can help
assemble things. They will generally be •See Page 15

Tricks to saving money on the wedding
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Whether you are buying a ring, planning the wedding or laying out the
details of a dream honeymoon excursion. there are many ways to save
money.
Jody Richardson, co-owner of Festive Touch in Murray, says renting not buying - is one key to saving dollars.
"You can still have an absolutely
gorgeous wedding on a very limited budget. That is one thing about our store is
that we try to work with everybody's
budget," she said. "You can rent things
instead or going out and buying. I offer
suggestions on where you can get containers for your reception and you can
have a very nice look at a very inexpensive price."
Richardson says couples can also take
care of a lot of things involved in a
wedding themselves or look around and
find special deals at thrift stores and
other outlets and save money doing so.
"There are a lot of tricks to the
trade," she said. "People think you have
to have what is most expensive, but
you don't. You can really cut back in
some areas. The wedding and the hon-

Become a part of the Murray community tradition...
Celebrate your life's most significant events at the historic

Murray Woman's Clubhouse
704 Vine Street• Murray
Available for Your Bridal Shower, Rehearsal Dinner,
Wedding Reception and Private Party
A Tradition Since 1940

Call 270-753-5023 for reservations
Visit our website at murraywomansclub.org
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Visit Our
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* Wedding Planner * Cake 'flipper

* Brides come in for a free consultation and receive a gift and register
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you will find a bakery with expenence in this. If mit
you may have to get a recipe and find a baker willing
to use it
Serving vegetarian fooc; at your wedding will take
some time and effort. It will all be worth it in the end,
though, when everyone leaves with a full stomach
arid a
smile on their face.

LEE JEWELRY ARTISANS

helpers to assist you in prepanng the food. Do as much
as possible before your big day and have your helpers
finish whatever remains. This will allow you to enjoy
your wedding.
Depending upon your preferences, you may want to
serve a vegan wedding cake free of eggs, butter and milk.
which are made from animal products. If you're lucky,

•Tuxedosi5 paid grooms free) - All Styles Available
*Wedding Gowns - May Purchase or Rent
*Bridesmaids & Flower Girl Dresses !Dlscourts wituxedos. purchase or rent ,

aI,

• •.1
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By Tresa Enckson
For Ad Builder
You are a vegetanan, your beloved is a vegetanan, and
many of your friends and family are vegetanans. The
matter is settled. You are serving vegetarian foods at your
wedding.
Not all of your guests will be expecUng
vegetarian
menu. so it is best to let them know in advance of your
decision. You may do this in one of two ways. You may
let close family members know and ask them to spread
ihe word. or you may divulge the infOnnation on your
invitations. You may note that a vegetarian reception will
follow and include the vegetarian choices on the response
card. This will ensure guests know what to expect and
prevent conflict later.
As for the foods you serve. you should do your best
to provide a mix of the familiar and unfamiliar. When
surrounded by foods they know, like breads. pastas. soups
and salads. guests might be more willing to try unusual
selections like mung bean cakes or spinach and artichoke
bruschetta.
You may have the food catered or make it yourself.
Should you decide to have the food catered, you may
hire a caterer or a restaurant specializing in vegetarian
foods. Either way, conununication is a must. Meet with
individuals involved frequently to discuss the menu and
make sure it worics for you. Make suggestions and provide recipes. Should you decide to do the food yourself,
you will need to start planning right away. Collect sorne
recipes and make out a menu. T'hen arrange for some

How to have a vegetarian-sty e wedding
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Fewer flowers in bolder, bnghter colors are starling to
replace the traditional bouget of a large number of lighter more muted
shades Roses
still remain popular, but other flowers Ilike daisies
tulips and tropical
flowers also are good options

6

the identical baskets of flowers on each
table. In their place are various kinds
of flowers in various sized containers.
You might find a large wicker basket
of tulips on one table and a slender
crystal vase of lilies on another.
As for the bouquets, brides are going
for a simpler, sleeker look. with many
choosing hand-tied or posy bouquets.
Small. compact. tasteful bouquets with
exquisite flowers and gorgeous accents
are ideal. Flowers may be embellished
with beads, crystals, faux jewels, feathers or pearls. These may be glued
inside petals, strung on wires over petals,
threaded onto thin strands of glass
within petals or left to dangle. Ribbon
has also made a comeback, but instead
of being used in bows. it may be wrapped
around the flower stems.
For brides that choose not to wear
a veil, flowers may be the answer.
'They may use flowers from their bouquet in their hair, attaching them with
pins or securing them to barrettes or
a headband.
These days, brides are being more
daring with the flowers for their wedding. Bold is in!

every Pride 21eierveJ 34e Reot

By Tress Erickson
For Ad Builder
Tastes tend to change considerably
over the years, and nowhere is this
more apparent than in wedding planning. Trends come and go, and what
was once fashionable is no longer. Take
flowers, for instance. Many brides today
are opting for fewer, but more daring
floral designs in their weddings.
When it comes to wedding flowers,
brides have a number of choices. Roses
remain popular, as do gerbera daisies
and tulips. Tropical flowers are also
hot.
One of the biggest changes in wedding floral design is color. Lighter.
more muted shades are now being
replaced with brighter, bolder hues.
Brides today are not afraid of mixing
reds and yellows. oranges and purples,
ani greens and blues.
Along with stronger colors, many
wedding floral designs feature herbs,
fruits, vegetables and other striking
pieces. These help create interest and
add dimension.
To create even more drama and interest, many brides are varying the contents of their centerpieces. Gone are

Try bold, daring design for wedding flowers

January 21, 2010
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remember these two caveats: You
can specify the city, area of
the city. dates. and level of
quality lone to four stars) you
desire. but you can not request
a specific hotel. Also, if Price
Line finds accommodations at
your stated offer pnce, you must
accept the reservation.
Also. consider a bed-andbreakfast. Some lack pnvacy. but
not all. Some are packed with
romantic nooks and luxury
amenities. Prices are usually
favorable -- especially during
the week -- and breakfast is obviously included. You could also
do your own cooking if you
book a condo or villa with the
facilities.
When it comes to hotels,
you may choose to "Sleep Cheap
and Live Large." Book the
cheapest room you can in the
swankiest hotel you can afford.
Choosing a room that faces the
garden or pool instead of the
ocean is no bag deal if you
plan to be on the beach or out
of your room most of the time
anyway.
Be sure to always read the
fine print on anything. Compare rates based on what's

Budget honeymoon ...
From page 3
least one Saturday night: Airfares tend to take a dive when
business travel is low - over
the weekend.
Other suggestions include
gathenng as much information
as possible concerning honeymoon destinations from travel
media of all sorts and decide
whether or not you want to fly,
drive, go by bus, train or other
means of transportation. All have
both good and bad points that
must be considered.
• Consider alternate modes
of travel. Instead of flying a
major airline, check out nofnlls, low-fare carriers or consider the scenic window views
of a train, bus, or car. If driving, break up the longer travel time -- and enhance the journey -- by planning some sightseeing pit stops along the way.
You may also cash in on "frequent flier" miles if any. Internet booking can save big bucks.
For a roundup of deals. visit
www.webflyer.com. Not picky
about where you stay? Go to
www.priceline.com and name
your pnce. Each bid is free but
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Keep the guest list simple
included. For example, tax alone By Tresa Erickson
For Ad Builder
can add
up
to
21
percent
on
While some couples go all out and invite everyone they know to their
your bill. Optional inclusions
such as tax. tips, airport trans- wedding, others opt for a smaller, more intimate affair. Although they
can
be
less costly, small weddings are not always easy to pull off. Whitfers, breakfast, and afternoon tling
the guest list to a select few can be difficult and cause conflict
tea or wine and cheese
in
the
among
family
members
.
If
you
would
like
to
keep
your wedding small,
evening can save you a bun- you need to be aware of the pitfalls and approach the
initial plaruang
with tact.
dle.
Also.
don't
be
shy
and
accept
You must decide first just how small you want your wedding to
the first room rate quoted.
beInquire about weekend rates, 10 people, 20 to 40 people, 100 people? The smaller your guest list,
the more lightly you will have to tread. There will be people who expect
extended stay discounts, and to be invited
to your wedding and they will be hurt and angry when
seasonal
promotio
ns.
Get
intithey
do
not
receive
an
invitation
. You can accommodate for this by havmate with the benefits of all ing a large bridal shower or post-wedding party and inviting
everyone
your credit cards, dining cards, not invited to your wedding to that.
With number in hand, you can tum your focus to whom to invite.
and club memberships. For
Depending upon how small your target number is, you may have
example, your auto insuranc
to
e
make
some hard decisions like excluding extended family or children
or credit card may already cover
from
your guest list. Whatever your decision, be prepared for conflict.
collision
damage
and
liability
No doubt there will be some hurt feelings. There might also be preson car rentals.
sure to change your mind and have a larger wedding. Don't give in. It
Also make sure to mention is your wedding. If you want it to be small, you should have it that
to the travel agent, booking way.
After you have completed your guest list, make a list of everyone
agent. hotel clerk or others
you couldn't
invite
and
find
a
way
to
let
them know why they weren't
involved in making your arrangeinvited.
Send
them
a
note,
shoot
them
an
e-mail or give them a call. If
ments that THIS IS YOUR you intend to have a large bridal shower,
you may be able to wait until
HONEYMOON!
then to let everyone know that you will be having a small wedding.
At
the
very
When letting others know of your decision, be tactful. Let them know
least, you may get a better table
or free champagne. At best -- that while you would have liked to invite everyone, you chose not to
for personal. financial or other reasons. Reassure them that they are still
especially during the off-season
very much a part of your life and thank them for everything they have
-- you may get a room upgrade. done for you.
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should happily agree and volunteer her
services, if needed.
There is any number of tasks mothers of the bride may need to assist their
daughter with. Some of these may include
helping the bride find a dress, set up a
budget, create the guest list and attend
to some of the hosting duties at the ceremony and reception.
With more grooms getting involved in
the wedding planning, mothers of the
bride may be given other duties. They
may plan the bridal shower and perhaps
even the bachelorette party. They may make
a speech at the wedding or participate in
the unity candle lighting ceremony. They
may even escort the bride down the aisle
or give a toast at the reception.
The role of the mother of the bride
has changed considerably in recent years,
but that is no reason for you to panic.
Your primary duty will always be to see
that the couple's wishes regarding their
wedding are carried out as they see fit.
You may be given other tasks to do as
well. Even if you aren't, you can take
pleasure in the fact that the couple will
have the wedding they want.
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From previous
is a place of joy and comfort.
being his/her faithful champion, partchild and Lundy planning II, the ‘ows.
placing the focus on a long-lasting rela- ner and best friend?"
Also, you should not worry that you
tionship complete with personalized religious or non-religious beliefs or format- have to memorize your vows. You may
ting wedding vows into a response-style be far more comforted knowing that your
vows are recorded in a journal which
vow such as the following:
"Do you, [Bride/Grooml. promise to you'll both read from during the ceregive [Groom/Bridel
mony. Whatever the situation or type of
Your deepest love and your truest wedding. the vows can reflect the uniquethoughts,
ness of the bride and groom and their
As you create a home together that feelings for one another.

Advice for modern •Wedding vows ...
mothers-of-the-bride

By Tress Erickson
For Ad Builder
Your daughter just announced her
engagement, and you're thrilled. You've
waited for this day forever and can't wait
to start planning the wedding. Whoa,
Mom, take it easy! Remember, you are
the mother of the bride, not the bride.
Your daughter and future son-in-law may
have their own ideas about how their
wedding should be.
While it is true that mothers of the
bride once played a very prominent role
in the wedding pliuming, arranging everything from the ceremony location to the
hotel accommodations for guests, that is
no longer the case today. More grooms
are getting involved. freeing mothers of
the bride to do other things.
According to experts, modem mothers
of the bride should adopt a lighter approach
and find out first what the couple wants.
Some may opt for the traditional route
and have Mom do much of the planning, while others may decide to do
everything themselves and reserve certain tasks for each of their mothers. Whatever the decision. the mother of the bride

C4reep yowl, diteiej
beaugul lony %OA,,11)
wedding day.
IAIADRY

BOONE
CLEANERS

605 Main St., Downtown • 753-2552

Murray Country Club
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that come to him wanting him to do the ceremony
and most likely any issues would be settled before the
ceremony begins. He officiated a wedding between his
brother and his wife who wrote their own vows.
"Any issues that would come up outside of the
wedding vows would come out in the counseling sessions." he said. "So if I'm willing to officiate the
wedding, I don't see why I would have any problems
with anyone wanting to write their own vows."
According to www.littleweddingguide.com and other
sources, various types of officiants likely have a collection of vows that have been used in prior ceremonies that can be utilized as a guide. Of course. if
you are going to write your own, a wedding couple
should feel free to find the words they think express
the unique feelings and intent they have toward their
betrothed with their own meaning and style.
The typical wedding vows sound something like
this:
(bride/groom). take
(groom/bride), to be my (husband/wife), to have and
to hold from this day forward, for better or for worse,
for richer, for poorer, in sickness and in health, to
love and to cherish. from this day forward until death
do us part.
But those words are only a guide. Wedding expens
at About.com suggest such varieties as mentioning a

t US fiefp with the Detads....

adbudder corn
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Many wedding couples today are deciding not to be
married according to institutional wedding vows used
by religious or secular officiant and choosing to write
their own personalized wedding vows - something that
says I pledge myself to you in their own personalized
way.
Personalized vows are very memorable and will give
the wedding a touch of originality and a feeling for
the individuality of the wedding couple. Personalized
wedding vows are more likely to be acceptable by a
secular officiant such as a county magistrate or other
non-religious officiant. but most pastors. ministers and
reverends that perform weddings most likely would not
object as long as the content of the vows are agreeable.
Sam Rainer, pastor of Murray's First Baptist Church,
says he has no problem with wedding couples writing
their own wedding vows, but suggests each couple
consult with the person officiating the wedding to make
sure they support the idea.
"I personally do not have a problem with a couple
that wants to write their own wedding vows. If I were
officiating the wedding: however I as the pastor would
want to review the vows to make sure that, as it's me
giving my blessing to the couple. that it was in line
with something that I would believe in." Rainer said.
However Rainer says he always counsels couples

Tips on writing meaningful wedding vows
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Voted #1 Gift Shop in Murray & Calloway County
three. years in a row!

(Gift& Decorative Accessories Magazine)

in the United States
for 2009

Top 25 Gifted Retailer

"It s going to feature
and regional dress shops. We're working with PRSSA
on that. (PRSSA) always does a fashion
show every year and we needed one. so
it's a win-win situation. It's still in the
preliminary stages of planning but I think
it will start at noon and go from there.
lasting anywhere from 30 niinutes to an
hour. It's going to be a really neat thing,"
Maness said.
To accomodate for the additional
exhibitors and fashion show. Maness said
the show will spill over into an additional side of the top floor of the RSEC.
Last year the show was moved up to
the upper level concourse from the lower
level. giving it room to grow. Maness
said she hoped it will eventually grow
to fill all four sides of the RSEC.
Door pnzes will be given hourly and
based on a passport-style entry. Bndes
will receive a card that every vendor
must initial before they turn it in.
"Ilte exhibitors like that because it gives
them a chance to talk to all the brides.
and it gives brides a minute to look at
each individual exhibitor," Maness said.
For more information on the Murray
Bridal
Show.
%Isit
www.murraystate.eduksec and click on
"Event Calendar."
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Bridal Registries. tofit any Bride.

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
The annual Murray Bridal Show continues to expand and will offer additional vendors and a fashion show this year
at the Regional Special Events Center.
The show, which offers free admission and runs from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on Saturday, Feb. 27, features vendors
from the quad-state region, as well a,
many local vendors. Registered vendors
include wedding photographers, videographers. caterers. tuxedo rental companies, dress companies and much more.
"It's a one-stop shop for a bride who
is looking for the best locally and legionally." Event organizer Amy Maness said.
"The great thing about a bridal show is
it gives the bride an opportunity to look
at all different kinds of vendors and
compare."
KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & rirnes
After some vendors had to drop out Attendees of last year's Murray Bridal
Show browse the vendor booths.
last year due to the ice storm that occurred
close to the show, Maness said a large sor, Froggy
103.7, and they•ve been get- ferent people
4.I HAInc
, Afht rIc%%
number have expressed interest in this ting vendors
in from other areas."
ones as well." Maness %did
years' show.
With previous vendors representing a
The layout of the show v. ill IN:
"I'm really surprised at the amount large variety of products
from cosmetics ed to hold the new %endors and the new
of new people we have coming on board," to candle warmers,
attendees can expect fashion show. Murray State University
she said. "I've had lots of calls from to find a wealth of
information regard- students involved in the Public Relations
people in Paducah wanting to be part of ing all aspects of planning
a wedding.
Student Society of Amenca will be organthe show. Also, we have acquired a spon"We've got a good selection of dif- izing the fashion show.

Murray Bridal Show grows in third year
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This wedding cake is the most "out of the box" cake that Cake Lady owner Marla Thomason said she's done.
The couple asked for an outdoors-themed cake and so Thomason built tiers of cake landscape with a working water fountain in the middle.

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger 8, Times

Wedding cake variety can be a good thing
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
The wedding cake doesn't have to be three or
four tiers of round cake anymore. In fact, there are
many alternatives to the "traditional" wedding cake
that can save money and also be very creative.
Many couples have turned to the idea of cupcakes instead of a wedding cake. Stands are available for the cupcakes, and they can be arranged
nicely and even tiered. Of course. a smaller wedding cake is recommended to give the bride and
groom something to cut and also to save for the
one-year anniversary.
Marla Thomason. owner of thc Cake Lady in
Murray, said that another traditional wedding cake
alternative is to have smaller cakes at each table.
"The bride and groom still have a small cake to
cut and share with the wedding party but each table
has an individual-size cake that can be cut and
passed out," Thomason said.
One of the major advantages to the smaller cakes
is it eliminates the line to get cake and also the
process of having someone cut and serve the cake.
Each cake can still be decorated and personalized,
and 'Thomason said they double as a table decoration.
"You can feed your guests and decorate your
tables at the same time. plus it is cheaper." she
said.

•See Next Page
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Even subtle variety can spice up a traditional wedding cake. In this example, the bride and groom had a westem-themed wedding and had Thomason add a belt to the cake design. Small embellishments like that can be
a good middleground between traditional and contemporary design.
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She has also had requests to provide iced cookies with the couple's initials on them but it was for
favors in conjunction with the cake. Cookie or candy
"buffets" can also give a wide variety of sweets to
reception attendees in lieu of a large cake.
If taking away the entire cake is too much, there
are still ways to creatively spice up the wedding
cake. Thomason said last year she received a large
number of square cakes as opposed to the traditional round shape. Color and style of icing and nonedible embellishments also provide a personal and
creative touch.
While some couples might be tempted to take
each tier of cake and make them different flavors,
Thomason cautioned against going with too much
flavor variety.
"What you might run into is people coming up
and wanting a few pieces so they can have more
than one flavor, so you might end up needing more
cake than you think," she said. "However if you're
serving any kind of food, from finger foods to steak,
guests typically eat less cake."
Thomason said she encourages all her brides to
think outside of the box when it comes to the wedding cake, as it adds a personal touch to the reception. Whether it's a spread of cupcakes or smaller
cakes at each table, there are many ways to add
variety.
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